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INTRODUCTION

:- :

.

'It settle' .16giOart6.-4igruselthat4eitohert:Affectiy.euess. psy, 4:471 ;port ,

be the result of the preeissionaltignottleidgePthat.:rthfu-titacher. bring# to

the instrictiontVitaik. M. orfenstori-of-thial.ogio. to ..the..wecifie 1..n-

structional area of reading :easOrehension mould -0.1%00 that :teachers Avila

are more prOficient-in-UnderUtaidIng the th.eoratical.basqs, of ,reading.

comprehe.fision voullA be tioreIiilirfio :bats -4,o ezit tvitried ;reading .ecerre-

hension divelofe0..nt thtivAeadherti--flithoixt- fsuclltheazoreticall
:

backgrounds,
4,

4

p.asissma
-. '1,. a. v.. ',

II

I a

tht: pro blesi stems trita thw-egeoltconcern relativtk to.

the effect Of thebretita preArti1460,1.1mAngosectlx**--Vra.,, crWeivlind

ensuing 01400* vitliebilitskt *ether --teaohitigAsi in:40.440

Those who hold that teaching is an at Aoileitest41144 RivrittIsionts.44#0.4,44,
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have attempted to demonstrate that tea her- training programs do have an

impact upon instructional practices. One aspect of such research has been

the gross study which attempts to show that total programs of teacher edu-

cation affect total programs of instruction. Illustrative of such an

endeavor is a study by Beery (7) whereirt:10.011Cher-education-program graduates

were canpared with non-teacher-education teachers as both groups went about

thz tall-tints teaching assignments. The results of Beery's observational

team 'ratings: sigrasticantlyInipported4he= efftcacy -of -the teacher7education

group. Beeress ictinaltsidria':vere:chaIlengedvhowever,- on tad $7ounds of

the criteria that :Were'deVeloped :for- characterizing superior teaching as

well as -the,- compositionAf the rating, groupair,'

Seemingly, .gross measurement. atteraptt .sueb-. as Beery' s cannot escape

being labeled. tenuouS because of the 'multitude' of -uncontrolled variables

Other studies have attetristed to narrow-Us, speotrup of variables, by

measuring specific treatmeets to determine their effect. Such sttidima
1)

have produced for answers, however, because one cannot assume that there is

necessarily a high correlation between what a program offers and what a

staler* 'obtains, frotdtheprogranv,' Tints, researchers, have proceeded a step

Itrther -said haVe Attempted, to:;ateative Ilicatttcomeg:.of ;instruct-ion and to

View suchiiniebstetliglittiret gactitbit;to -thttavinine*,whetherf relationships

eithit.titttztien ottCanet. atiePractices.

Taifilir741111.4attii4551,11'versaidneCthat:IncevtlAdlie* Va114040 o.nlY

it ToAlest:Vaetlot tefAcherscan integrate

itiittlwactidal knOitleidgeiAhEirmes,atcherks, haVe,:cie'r

signed, tests 'based an the ",tatiblot 893:04ing p:eitaiiamA:\-,*-Viese,' 'beds

agszeo5;01i instructional Vit.sks
i\
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and .asked to analyze-And. propose ,solutios-As. The. researchers report success

in identifying ab34.Problem-solving mathematics teachers!: -Wade (56) and

Burnett (14).report varying degrees of success in attempting to assess read-

ing teachers! problem-solving skills.

Contributing to. the difficulty of -determining the relationships betireen

reading-.ccmprehension -knowledge and reading-401iishension Practices. are

the vag'uories that surround these entities. What' constitutes a sound body

of reading-comprehension theory? What practices do.leichers 'Utilize for

developing pupils' reading=icOMpreheniion skillet Beceinte- neither .question

has been :approached empirieal,y, the prelisii4ry research problenis concerned

the construction of .such.theoretical bases,,.

Teacher.phonise knowledge.has long been an intriguing area of investi-

gation for researchers as. evidenced in studies- by Aaron (1); Durkinj17),

and Spache and Baggett {52): Yet, no effOris other than teeacher4ade tests

in teschor-oducation p gxsa, ca be laUndthat assess telkhors' arc d -

potential teachers' aulderiiandings of theory concerning reading - comprehension

development

With regard to teacher practices only in recent years have tiophisti

sated empirical 'studio's been -des igned' to :deicribe the teachint-art!..'1030.ng

liar A os.s.4* Tu. 'I 'Li eguilobi :011:11 ,ELVitZ1104AVim s INARAdimulito by inacme voulhowie.044441rob . / .0./........111.

(9), Block: (10), )larders (20), and (ill) have contributed new under!'
II

standings to the knowitodie of time* aCtiOn and ciiixre*nding-student

reactions..
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relative to the development of reading comprehension. Before such a problem

could beApproached,it was imperative that initial assessments be made of

rem- comprehension knowledge levels and practices. As - indicated pre

tar-C tlr -e t ^rIOUSi$ tibUC OMAZUU voaae JA iese :taa WTO eiwnenxista"
limited. This meant that the_ preliminary work would concern the develop-

ment of the :theory upon which to construct instruments for assessment.

The first problem area concerned the development of a conceptual frame-

work of reading comprehencton knowledge. The literature revealed that

many people lad thoughts. about reading -comprehension theory but that few

had carefully researched the area. Thus, the task became one of sifting

through the information and identifying ideas which appeared to have research

support or high .consensual agreement among reading theoreticians.

Teacher practices or acts that are concerned with reading comprehen-

sion'dexelopakent .sltppeared numerous.. Thus, the decision was made to focus

upon what! appeased, :i;9,bethe most prominent act. The result was the

i eci ion .to .investigate the teacher pestioning,or solicitation act. The
,

term solicitation as used by Bellack and Davitz (9) was chosen in preference

to .the _'term questioning because the former encompassed a wider sample of

teachers'. iverbal..grtatements,. As .d.efined in
t
the study,, a solicitation was

ar.yArerbalg-Mer-P-1-11.1-te pArt,,.nf the teembpr intended to elicit (a) an active
:

verb mpoppei:,(94,:a cognitive response, (c) physical,, response.
:1

'efwber, soi,icita.41oktbehaviorswould provide

evidence about instruction, such evidence would appear tentative because

of a failure to recognize the all-important stuclent response. 'or this

reason, the decision was made to oti f
e,1 -responses in relationship to teacher

sco,a,,,lipol,9 $or Ovirptt.i,le of 'detern)ining congruence or incongruence.
,

.

.,*;t.,,.,- ...II . 44.16;;VLIta,!;,' 1,11,11,,k,q,k1 itvai-nit., '1. AlVtl...?4*.rtill ,ii:'4,
,..

Seent0AV:# 411-Akte.4,110411:#11,0111 -.hea:4,34s 0 ,upon the effe4iveness
. . stout., It.9110..). it.641,;,11. iik ,r,-. - , ,,,, - .. i, .., L.,...0,1 ., ...: .
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or ineffectiveness of teacher solicitation. acts; Congruence meant that the

response achieved the substantive purpose intended by the -teacher i. hio

solicitation,

Since solicitations and responses were component parts of total inter-

action patterns it appeared worthwhile to investigate the nature of such

patterns to .determine their effect upon thought stimulation. Therefore,

the decision. was made to describe the patterns.. of solicitation-response

interaction about reading content.

Because reading-comprehension development is charged primarily to the

elementary reading teacher, the decision was ,made to conduct the research

in selected second -, fourth-, and sixth-grade reading, classes. A further

decision resulted in the selectimi.of those second-, fourth, and sixth-

grade classes that contained three-reading-group structures. Thus, the

investigation could view teacher practices in relation to different reading

groups and grade levels.

To suuraarize, the research prob1eu was concerned with relations that

might exist between teacher knowledge of and practices in the development

116 of reading comprehension. Before such relations could be identified it

was necessary to describe the various aspects of the knowledge and

practice factors.

agnasagamt

Issuing from the problem statement but preliminary to the development

of the specific research lquestions were the following general _questions.
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They are grouped under the main categories of inquiry*

Teacher Knopoigmrehension Theion

1. What levels of theoretical knowledge about reading comprehen-
sion 'do randomly selected sample teachers possess?

2. Do prominent differences exist between the theoretical
knowledge levels of the sample teachers?

Teacher Practices

1. What types of solicitations about reading content appear and
what are they frequencies and percentages iti the second,
fourth, and sixth grades and their. cdaponent reading groups?

2, How frequently are the various solicitation types followed
by congruent and incongruent responses in the second, fourth;
and sixth grades and their cennnpn± reading groups?

3. What patterns of congruence and incongruence (interaction)
emerge in the solicitetion-response act about reading content
and what are their frequencies in the second, fourth, and
sixth grades and their component groups?

Relations Between acherlowle e and Practices

1. What relationships, if any, appear between teacher knowledge
about comprehension and their solicitation practices in this
area?

2. What relationships, if any, appear between teacher knowledge
about comprehension and their solicitation-response interaction
patterns with students in this area?



WAITER II

DEPRIVATION OP THE CONCEPTUAL FRAMSWO RE

Conceptual trameworks were developed for the areas of. 410tinbAr kn

ledge of comprehension theory and teacher practices in compreheiision

deveLopment.

Teachericnot....9.*.re_hention Theory

Sources for the, reading comprehenaion theory that was constructed

into the theoretical framework were reading texts, research publications,

and basal reading series treatments.

Contained in the theoretical framework were the following reading

comprehension factors: definitions, processes, and skills in reading

comprehension; relationships between reading comprehension and listening

comprehension, rate of reading,- study skills, word recognition, vocabu-

lary, content areas, and-linguistics; 'critical reading; factors influencing

success or failure in reading comprehension development; materials for

beginning reading,:compreherisioit, and the''assesstent of reading comprehen-

sion skirl

Teacher Practittes in CcprehenSion

Teacher practlices in comprehension development were ',tiered from the

standpoint Of (a) reading cecaprehensibn outcomes carued for by teacher

a63.iditation, (b) theivongruence or incongruence between teacher solici-

tations: and studetx: pesp0B.Eltes anti" .4ip)..1e,patterns of solicitation- .

response interaction.-



1,32MIES.mtelLekvila Outcomes Dimensio.n

A search for a valid and reliable instrument or framework for describ-

ing reading-comprehension outcomes revealed a matitude of conceptualizations.

Generally, the varying descriptions could be attributed to the fact that

many theoreticians were attempfrs,ng to the 'unknown is-rz...i.tral processes

involved in the specialized thinking activity called reading comprehension.

Because ofi'the researcher's inability to describe the mental processes

operative in reading comprehension, the decision was made to follow the

suggestion of Spache (51) who argued for reading-comprehension description

based upon the observable outcomes of reading comprehension. In accordance

with this, a model of reading- comprehension outcomes by Letton (37) :a8

viewed. It contained the following classifications.

Factual - recall or recognition of Stated details; finding
specific details.
Emanization - recognizing or stating the mein idea, ""sta&r.art.zing

Ur:" central thought, outlining the given facts, classifying ideas.
Xnferential - anticipatirig outcomes, draviing conclusions, or infer-
ences, 'recognizing sequence of related ideas, recognizing implied
details, perceiving relationships (cause-effect, time, size, part-
whole; etc.) .

Aterpretve - recognizing and interpreting figurative language,
recognizing connotation and denotation of words, forming sensory
impressions, interpreting idiomatic language, reacting to tone
and mood.
Evaluative comparing and contrasting conceits with own experience
and. various sources, distinguishing between foot and opinion; elicit-
ing. generalizations, making judgments about the author's purpose and
veracity, propaganda techniques, reacting to author'o
style.

The Letton model appeared to be a sensible approach to viewing the

outcomes sought by teacher solicitations for several ieasons. Tnitialzy

it appeared to be a sib Of iiitensiva and mutually exclusive categories al-

than* there appeared room for arginieni in several places. Also, it

appeared to encompass in a rather logical organization the important

components of prominent thinking models, (e.g.) Guilford (23), and reading
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models, (e.g. Smith (14) Russell. OW), etc..

Thinking and readingcomprehension Models genera137 appeared. to con-

tain the COZIE011 major elements of literal thinking, interprerhative thinking,

to ertwerwr galffiltlthrt meant

that the student must. arrive -at the basic meanings programmed by the author.

Interpretation meant that the student Must read.betvr.een the written lines

or pick up certain implied meanings that were unstated. Finally, evaluative

reading meant that the reader must screen the,written thoughts through his

value systeni 'and make jut rents asv.to their,,accuracy and appropriateness.

The Letton factual) inferential, and evaluative levels paralleled the

aforementioned classifications. However, Letton had added the dimmisions

of reorganization and interpretation, was with regard to these latter.

categories that basic questions arose in the mind of the investigator. The

reorganization category as stated by Letton appeared to be somwhat ambiguous

and to contain elements that might bl more properly placed in other categor-

tea, For instance, the task of locating the min idea seemed to involve

both evaluative and inferential tasks. It 'seemed that the interpretive cate-

gory breakdowns belonged to the inferential. category or vice-versa. Also;

a part of the interpretive category seemed to describe factual recall more

than interpretiVe outcomes, .i.e., the connotation. and denotation of words

appears to be a learned response in most instances.

Because of the contradietory.andconfUsing nature of the :reorganization

and interpretive eategoriee4t.lettonis iod he diCili*-was node to omit
,..

these categories from the developing conceptual framettorkiaild; subsume their

content elsewhere.

It shou.14 be pointed out that the thinking models deeeribed. by

Bloom (ii) and Sanders M.) Appeared to describe thinking modes that went
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beyond those generally employed in the reading act,' (e,g.), such things

as applicat on, synthesis, and ariaiysis. The classification of trawls-

tion contained in both models caused concern, however, as it was viewed

against the three classifications of literal ccmprehension, irAter-wetation,

and evaluation. Translation resided between the literal comprehension

dimension and the interpretation dimension. It appeared to be different

from both categories and, thus a necessary addition to the trimittrate,.

The decision was made to include it as a category,

In the final analysis the decision was made that the major categories

of literal comprehension, translation, interpretation, and evaluation best

represented the outcomes of -thought about reading materials. To avoid con-

fusion and to provide what was considered to be a more descriptive classifi-

cation, the term inferential was substituted for interpretation. The form

and substance of the final instrument which was subsequently called the

Reading'Comprehension Solicitation-Response Inventory follows along with

additional rationale for it development.

Re C rehension nse Invento

Isiteehention Such solicitations require responses that

can be found clearly in the textual materials and involve only a
literal- understanding of the zaaterial.' The following classifica-
tions represent the breakdown of such reading comprehension activity.

Recognition - These` Solicitations call upon the students to

utilize their comprehension skills in the task of locating

information from reading context.
Recall .! Recall solicitations call for students to demonstrate

comprehension by the recall of materials previously- read.

Such activity primarily concerned with the retrieval of

small pieces of' tactile materiel' although-the act3 vity. can vary
greatl,y, in. difficulty depending 'upon the nature of the item

called for and its prominence in the reading .context. Recall

is differentiated from "translation" in that recall does not

call. for a part for part rendering of a conmmnication above

the sentence ,level..

, -



anslatidn These solicitations reqUire- the studenk to render anobjectiVel part for part parallel of-a comminnication, As such thebehavior Is characterized by literal iuiderdandings,in tbat thetranslator does not have to discover intricate relationabipscations, or subtle meanings. Translation solicitations frequentlycal 'von students to change words, ideas,. and pictures into differentsymbolic fay as is illustrated in the following nate-KA froy-tiBloom CIO
wanslation fromi Jne level of abstraction to another, e.g.,abstract to concrete, lengthy to brief communication, etc.Translation from one symbolic form to another, or vice versa;e.g.., .pictures to verbal descriptions, verbal to dramatize.,tions.
Translation from one verbal form to another, e.g., non-literalstatements (metaphor, symbolism, exaggeration) to ordinary

Werential.- Such solicitations require. the students to "read betweenthe lines" or infer ideas depending upon such things as the natine ofthe solicitation, etc. Breakdowns of this classification follow. -.coniectvtre These solicitations call for a cognitive leap onthe part. of the student as to .what might lakppen or will happen.As such the conjecture is anticipatory and is not a rationale.Conjectpres.may be either convergent or, divergent.vArrlanation - Explanation solicitations are those that call for
, a rationale.such.44.the "wkly" or "hov! of a situation, Therationa3.e must be inferred by the student from the contextdeveloped or. go. beyond'_ it if the situation is data poor interms of providing a rationale. Some of the more common typesof emlanatory behavior are substantiations of claims, explana-tions of value positions, explanations of the workings of

coraplex.proceasea and mechanisms, generaizations, and theformulation of conclusions. The main idea is considered asummary conclusion which is a part of this category.
Laluative Evalvative solicitations deal with matters of valuerather than matters of fact or inference and are, thus; character-ized by their judgmental quality (desirability, worth, acceptability,or probability of occurence). The following components of thiscategory are adapted from a classification scheme by Aschner andGallagher (2)

Solicitations call for a rating (good bad, true, etc.)on some item (idea, person, etc.) in terms of some scaleof values provided by the teacher.
Solicitations call. for a value judgment on a dimension set upby the teacher. Generally, these are "yes" or "no" responsesfollowing solicitations such as "Would you have liked Tom tobe your,brotherT"
Solicitaticz levelq-/ from conjectural solicitations when thesolicitation is qualified by probability stateneats such as%lost likely."

.



Solicitations msent the student with a Choice of two or
more Alternatives and require a choice on the part Of the
student, i.e. Ilbo. did the better job in your opinion,
Mary or Susan ?"

g.620A oe

Bellack (8) ,found that teacher solicitations were most.frequently

followed by student responses that were congruent in terms of thanking

outcomes sought and given. This notion of congruence was somewhat different

from the' one envisioned by this researcher as he wished to study congruence

in tams of its substantive nature.

Substantive congruence-as envisioned in this .study referred to the
. ,

reciprocity between the substantive content sought by a teacher and the

subsequent substantive content offered by the student as a response to

the initiating solicitation. -The.-determination of substantive congruence

was to be made by an observer-judge who would view both solicitation and

response as well as the frame of reference (in this study the reading con-

tent) and make judgments as to 'what was sought' bythe solicitor and whether

CT not the ensuing response supplied the substantive essence.

solicitatione 'interaction pimens ion
This , dimenskon of the study was concerned with (1) the nature of the

solicitation-response act aria, (2) the patterning of such acts; into related

wholes. he solicifation-response act was referredto as the Solicitation-

Response Unit About Reading Content while:the larger pattern became the

Solicitation-Response.-Episode About:Reading.Content.

SO .icitat Unit' Aboient
(.111) "e144610,:e'; E154citatto4;resPouse

interaction in terms of (a) an initiating phase, (b) 'a sus taining phase,
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end (c) a closing phase becamse the base `for Um Solicitation-Response tit

About Reading Content.

In the current study the initiating phase became the initiating solici-

tation aid was limited to teacher solicitations about reading contercb

being studied. An initiating solicitation might be. any one of the six

solicitation types listed in the Reading Comprehension Solioltatioirgesponse

Inventory (recognition, recall, translation, conjecture, explanation, or

evaluation).

The second or sustaining phase concerned any verbal activity on the

part of tho teacher after the initiating solicitation which served. to

f7xbend response activity, clarify the initiating solicitation or a subse-
,.

(pent reap. onse, or cueresponse to the initiating solicitation. Illustra-

tive of these three major types of sustaining.activities are their components.

Warang. - This actility refers to the solicitation. activity .

following an initiating solicitation that seeks to stimulate .

further respOnse to the initiating solicitation withoub,pro-
viding further information. Me following atzbcategories represent
the breakdown of this function.

aimaing- This refers to a situation wherein the teacher
signals students to respond or continue responding to the
initial solicitation. She near sivoly use a student's name
with rising inflection, say "ncirb or,use any number of
words to indicate that the unit is opan for further response.
Valuing - This, differs from signaling in that the teaciror
makes setae valuing canna following a previous student
response thtit indicates that the unit is open for further
response which may be in the form of correction or simply
additional response. The valuing =sent employs rising
inflection that indicates that the unit is open for further
reSponse
Reiterating - The teacher reiterates the initiating solicita-
tion, either before or titter a student response 'and the ,reitera-

,tion serves to hold the unit open.

Clarifying - Clarifying activity refers to the. act, wherein the teacher
requests that the student either repeats clarify, or elaborate ort
his previous respons3.t0..the initiating solicitation._ Also, other
students may be asked to carry out these functions. The categories
of clarifying follow: .. , `:



,or

B n - The teacher 'simply asks the student to repeat his
response to the initiating solicitation.
21 arltam - The teacher asks the student for a clarification
of a previous response to the initiating solicitation.
rfilshgrAtigg, - This calls tot an elaboration of a previous response.
This should not be confused With the thinking outegone .labeled
"wlanation" which involves. the initiation of a new unit.

Cueing - Cueing refers to the act wherein the teachtt furnishes cues
to further enable the *students to respond to the Initiating solicita-
tion.

eta - 'Restating represents-a reformulation _of the original
solicitation wherein the substantive intent is maintained. Re-
stating activity law occur immediately after the initiating
solicitation or after responses.
=data& -.This teacher .activity further identifies the
intent of the initiating solicitation and consequently guides
the student response. Rather then simply restatingi the
teacher produces cues that pinpoint the area of response. The
activity. is frequently found in situations whereinthe-initiat---
ing solicitation is met by silence or incongruent response.
guiding - Guiding refers to teacher activity that represents
a partial answer to the initiating solicitation. Generally,
such' guiding behavior takes the form of a declarative state.!
meat wherein the students are signaled to complete the state-
ment With a word or two. As in the case of pinpointing this
latter type of activity is frequently found in situations
wherein the .teacher has been unsuccessful in obtaining the
intended response. Guiding activity occurs most promintent3,y
within the area of.literal comprehension.

The final or closing phase . of the Solicitation-Response .Unit About

Reading Content occurs when the focus. shifts from the substantive intent
of the initiating solicitation. Such a shift can be conditioned by either.

the teacher or students. Prior to such a shift en initiating solicitation(
would experience one of the following: response not allowed by the teacher,

response allowed but student silence prevails, a student responds with a

"don't know," illogical response, inaudible;response, or. a congruent..

incongruent response in terms of the substantive intent.

Lozpi Llt biop7210 net isoaetai me t = ,

The concept of the Solicitation-Response Episode 000 Reading Content

grew from the idea that Solicitation-Response Units .bout Reading Content

4.4



might be patterned into related wholes by teachers and that an examination

of such patterns might be useful for describing thought stimulation tech-

niques.

z-eitearegio-ta the literature had adra.remsed the:matt:Lyn t5

notion and the studies of Smith and Meux (a), block (10), and Bella (8)

appeared to be the only. ventures related to this concept,: None of these.
" .

three studies appeared to offer much direction, however.

Because of the apparent novelty of the "episode' concept as envisioned

in the current study, the attempt was made to view:a wide nuMber.of...
Solicitation-Bespons6- Units and their relationships to. ohe another :to

see if patterns might be evident. The results of such observation -are
.

illustrated- in the following patterns.

SMING PUJIPOSE POLpW-UP. - This type of episode results when a
teacher would follow up a "setting purpose" solicitation (S(o) )
with &parallel solicitation callirig for a respqnse. On many
occasions teachers set purposes but °neglect to follow up on
them. Illustrative of the "setting purpose follow up" episode
is the following earample..

Teacher: Read this page and the next to yourself.
1. rind. out who woke bin up, and what be decided to do.

0 (Children read silently.)

2 Teacher: Who woke Andy up?

2- Student: His daddy and Dot. (Answer judged- incongruent
because Dot was not involved in the waking act.)

3MINMat - These episodes involve solicitations wherein con-
gruence can be ye.r441.04by ge-fOrg4Kto,the.text.! It is the reverse
of the "setting pitatpeiirfarofiiirfiedia in that a recall or trans-
lation response is followed by a teacher solicitation that calls
upon the .atvdent.):or:iptm WY#P.4107.40.:049UM9irP.r 4440000,g. of the
previous statement. The verification may involve recall or recogniza-
tion.-, iThe folae.Owint.-APP.OA:P4ArOPP-A-,W44"4°11

411"ae.
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Teacher: How many children were there?

2+ Student: Six.

Teacher: I'm not sure about that. Can you show me?

Student: It said that there were two the first time,
two the second. time,' and two the third
time.

JUST maza - This type of episode appears when a teacher calls
upon. a student to 'justify his own or saiiiebOdferse's preVious response
by the use of explanation. This explanation might follow any type of
previous response but most- frequentlY'foliO*8 judgment ,and conjecture
responses. An example. of this episode follows:

Teacher: Looking at the sign,' do you think the circus
is still in town?

Student: yes.

5 Teacher: Why?

D Student: I don't know.

JUDdiear.Als - This episode. refers tO -those situations wherein the
teacher will Soli Cit a judgmental-- or evaluative reaction (not an
explanation) to previout':student*reSponse.' In-many instances
thiS-ePisode tYpe.r;,..:fesents a reverse of the justification episode
in that a student or group is asked to make a judgment .4.-Joat
previous conjecture or explanation,

5 Teacher: Why do you think it would be fu to visit on
Pleasant Street?

5+, Student: Because it's Quiet and you don't hear any
sounds.

1 Teacher: Are you sure?.

Student: Yes.

I. ". :
.

4-
4

orthit'Atiicepleuttl fratitworksi-'described
. ,

his

chaPti,V*114 lettecia latiisti4ntf: ittlitte':!..ethd. of, Charter :Ons. were

modified into the following specifi9 research questions.
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What theoretical knowledge rat,ings (highs average, or low)
'do' the helve mugs teacbersobtain on the Reading ,Compre-

', -:hension Theory Test?

Do prei-L4vient diffeences e2dat between the ratings of
of th0 twelve-. sample teachers?

,
kaahe,..6Practices in Comprehension

at Dimome ens on

1. What are the friquenciei and percentages of each of the six
soliCitation types of the Reading Comprehension Solicitation-
Response Inventory?

2. What are the frequencies and percentages of each Of-the-six
solicitation types of the Reading Comprehension Solicitation-
Response Inventory in the second, fourth, and sixth grades?-.

3, What' are. the frequencies and percentages of each of the six
solicitation types of the Reading Comprehension Solicitatitir;
Response Inventory, in the coinbined top, middle, and ions
gromn of the sample?

4. What /ai!ilt the freqUencies and percentages of each of the -six
solicitation -types of the Reading Ccepprehension.Solicitatian-
Response Inventory in the tbp, middle, and low groups of each
grade?

amErmailL.,:imtmttgetimItasiim

5. What are the frequencies and percentages of congruence and in-congruence?

6. What are the frequencies and percentages of congruence and in-
congruence in the second, fourth, and sixth grades?

7. What are the frequencies and percO.ntages of congruence andincongruenci in the combined topt-middle,. and low groups of.
the sample?

8. What are the frequencies and percentages of congruence and
incongruence in the ccmponent reading groups of each grade?

§2.4dabiaTjlegmang jt io

9. What are the frequencies of congrilant and incongruent
SolicitationResponse Unit patterns?



10. What are the frequencies of congruent .and incongruent Solicitation-
Response Unit patterns in the second, fourth, and sixth grades?

11. That are the frequencies of congruent and incongruent Seleita-
tion-Response Unit patterns in the combined top, middle, and
low groups of the sample?

12. What are the frequencies of congruent and incongruent
Solicitation Response Unit patterns in the top, middle, and
low groups of each grade?

13. What are the frequencies of Solicitation-Respon.se Episode
patterns?

14. What are the frequencies of Solicitation-Response Episode
patterns in the second, fourth, and sixth grades?

15. What are the frequencies of Solicitation-Responie Episode
pattern; in the combined top, middle, and low groups of the
sample2

16. What are the frequencies of Solicitation-Response Episode
patterns in the top, middle, and low groups of each grade?

Re tions Between Teacher Practices and Knowl e

1. What relations, if any, appear between those teachers scoring
high and low on the Reading Comprehension Theory Test andtheir solicitation practices as measured by the Reading Ccapre-hension Solicitation-Response Inventory?

2. What relations, if any, appear between those teachers scoring
high and low on the Reading Comprehension Theory Test and
their congruence-incongruence frequencies and percentages as
measured an the Congruence-Incongruence Dimension?

3. What relations, if wf., appear between those teachers scoring
high and low on the Reading Comprehension Theory Test end
their solicitation-response interaction as measured by the
Solicitation-Response Unit About Reading Content?

4. -What relations, if any, appear between those teachers scoring
high and low on the Reading Comnrehension Theory Teat endtheir solicitation response interaction as measured by the
Solicitation-Response Episode About Reading Content?



CHAPTER TERM

.

PROLIEDIT#E8

Procedures outlined iztthis 'chapter conceit the t3sting of. the

research instruments --(Reading 'COmpreheifsitki.:Theioky 'Test, Reading Compre-

hension Solicitation-Response ltilieitory,-'donOuelice-Inebngraence Dimen-

sion, Solicitation-Response Unit, and Solicitation-Response 3pisode), :

the. selection and description .Of the 'wattle-, ."dAta collection proceduxeS,

the analysis system -ior the protOeOisi linettbe statistical analysis -

of the data.

Instrument Testing.

The follOwing'five instramenttivere tested in pilot studies ..prior

to the Major study: Reading ComPreheneion. Them* Test, Reading Compre-

hension Solicitaticin-RespOuse CongktienceIncongiluence Dimen

sion, Solicitation 4esiimule Unit About -Reking Content, and the

Solicitation-Respon fie Episode About ietiditig Content. .

Re C i-ehension Theory Test

A representative sample of I.nformation was drawn from the reading

comprehension theoretical framework outlined in Chapter This inform

mation was written into fifty statements that were subsequently arranged

into a true or false test format. It was reasoned that this format

lioulyt permit response to more items than would other test forts.
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The measure of reading comprehension theory was given the
.

descrip-

tive necae of Reading Compriehexision itieori Test and was stibiiittid'io a

panel of three reading authorities. for response to the items and criti-

CUM. The reactions of the panel were noted,and utgized in the refraining

of certain questions the mission of others, and the addition of nine new

items.

At this point it was reasoned that the, content of the,test appeared

reasonably valid. It was suggested, however, that, if the test were

indeed valid, it should be capable of discriminating between e7,erience

groups with different theoretial and exporkkrual, backgraunds (Turner

and Pattu (55)) . The following-three:criterion groups were chosen for

such testing: Grow I - reading specialists; Group XI w ree.4ing. teachers;

and Group III - college students at the beginning of their teacher

education programs.. Reading .specialiSts were defined as people who.

possessed the Ph.D. or its equivalent in reading and /or language arts

and mho had. actually taught College reading courses and/or worked in

reading clinic operations. Reading teachers included any degree

teacher who had taught in the' eletentary grades for at least one year.

The college students were sophomores or juniors at the University of

Wisconsin who were beginning their introductory courses in elementary

education,

It was reasoned that significant differencis 'would occur. among the

three groups if the measure Was valid; Table l'reveals that the mans of

the three experience groups varied greatly with the reading specialists

attaining an average score of 51.30 as opposed to mean scores of 14.10

and 37.36 for the reading teachers and college students, respectively.
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TABLE 1

MEANS AND VARIANCES FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS, READING TEACHEES
AND READING*SPEC/ALISTS ON THE 59 V1 READING

COMPREHENSION THEORY TEST

.-n Range 37
2

S

College Students 58 29-46 37.36 16.45

Reading Teachers 87 30-53 14.10 9.77 3.33

Reading Specialists 13. 146-57 51,30 10.02 3.17

4.06

Table 2 further indicates '-by analleis of variance that highly signifi-

cant differences exist among the mee.ns of the three experience groups.

Thus, it was demonstrated that the theory test significantly differentiated

between the groups.

An application of the Scheffk 05) test revealed that the differ-

ences were significant between the three groups.

TABLE 2

ANALYSIS OP VARIANCE OP MAN- scams OF THREE IDCPERnaNCE
GROUPS ON THE READING CaeliEMION THEORY TEST

Source of
Variation

.7111/11

Sims of Degrees Of
Ssukres Preedcza

Total 4354

Between means 314.96.

Within grOups 858

Mean
Square 'IP .99

155

2 17118.60 311.6.._.

5;VAL
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The reliability of the Reading Couvrehension Theory Test was assessed

on the basis of the internal consistency of the items. An application to

Baker's Generalized Item and Test Andysis (5) prPgrem.revealed a Hoyt
:- ..

He coeificiAkit. Of ,69, *.

ead nse Inventory

The Readirii 'Ocmprehension Solicitation4feSponse Inventory dealt-

only with those- teacher solicitations and student. responseS that were

concerned with the reading content read or to be read. T6s;. solicitation-

response activity about. classroom management factors ad :iiiformation.'

factors not direcili round in the content of the reeding-selection were

considered outside-the-concern of this sue.

Initially, .the problem of .greatest concern was to develop an instru-

ment- that .would. be capable of describing all possible solicitation-

response activity about reading content. Thus, the instrument was compared

tested in a pilot study to determine if the categories could readily ,

describe. solicitation - response activity in actual. classrooms. ?emission
. .,..

. .,: . .. ._ ...

. ... .

.,-

whether

the numerous thinking and reading comprehension models to determine

whether the instrument possessed face validity. Following such examine-
.

tion the instrument was submitted to graduate education students and

education professors for their assessment of the descriptive complete-

ness of the instrument.

After discussion of the instruar.. ent it was decided that It should be

was obtained from the Stoughton, Wisconsin Publl,e4 Schools for the recording

41.....4........... ,

by Analysis of Variance," Egmbasttrike; Vol. 6, 1910,4 pp. 153-60.
.

.
, .

I

.

. .

giVegetftiiii MOUINI2g
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of reading classes a second, fOUith; and Sixth grade.'classr.oam. Recordings
.'11:4- r- , . ,

of three consecutive days of reding-leiseits 'were. subeequentlY nade. Records
.

,.;
ewere kept regarding the sUblitanii'v cbliteiittef'eift portion of the lesson in

-
L.,

order that judgmenta.eauld bei Made about the nature of the thinktvg outcomes.
. _.

Following the comiletien of the recording sessions the taped ma-tarifa

transcribed to writien typetariPiiiitrid 'judged by the investigator. After

miners adiustments were intito Iteadttig CasPrehension Snlicitagon-Response

Inventory a rend -selected' 'each Of the three grades .:wer judged

by the investigator-and one other judge. Table 3, illu#rates the fr equenPy

and-percentage of. agreeminit'of the two judges -en .299 solicitations.

TABLE 3

. PREQUENCIES AND PERCLITAGES OF AGREEMENTS AND )IS T$
OP N0 JUDGES ON 299 SOLICITATIONS*

Category Agree Disagree Total. Per Cent
Agree

Recognition 42 15

Recall 121. 29

TranAatian 2 3

Conjecture 28 18

Thsaeaution

Evaluation 9

-57 73.7

150 aos6

5 4o.co

46 60.9

.20 .82.7

32 719

Per Cent
-Disagree

Per Cent
Total

26.3 100

19.4 100

60.0 100

.110

17.3 1$0

28.1 100

:As Inaicated'In 'Table"3, agteement,was- greatest in the recall and

e lunation categories whi .disagropment-wAsApost.pronounced in the :trans-

Conjeeture categories., :,With_ the i excmtiOn of the translation

Vote Totals do not add up to 299 as disagreements. frequent,/ existed.,
between two categories and are counted in both.
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and conjecture dimensions agretzae4 appeared rather high.

pifferentiation as to w4etlrryr.notAl.i.e, t!4r1:1erwasaskingiior. a

re-cognition. or .recaa- responfg.eGvap,,most ,,c,difticp.1.t.:andcontisibuted to the

dibagreements .araong these categories. The determination of whether an-

itVit titiONfinixrPA tl174 givjAarAt 141--Telift4a- ille; Vega
($

aver ead taut losterigacery Voik 11? 040* Agit** St% loW

instances such 'cues -were~ .not. available because the classes were not a-

seived during the taping.' :zThis-pol.nte;I:upj.the,necessity of recording
. . s

such" cues in tha main tuclyis

The translation categoty as witileased'inoTable 3 was, wised ,very in-

frequently. Seemingly, the infrequency resulted in sharply mixed

judgments.

Confusion between the Conjectnre and judenent categories appeared

to account for iiich .of dietigreement---ik the - conjecture category.., Tlae

judges labeled as conjectural, many saliciiatiOns thick were -asking for

the student to make only a simple value ,statement judgment on a proposi-

tion formulated by. the teacher. This disagreemen:t pointed up the

necessity for clarifying the dlotinctions between the two categories.
1-.

Such "distinctions* were clarified prior to the final. study.

Table 4 represdited the frequencies and percentages of agreements

and disagreements of, the two pilot study judges on a sample of solicitation-
-.

reoporas units f oie the' maid at

.:Igkeenients- two "nudges in-Table 4,were higher 4yver./418tance

except. one (eiPlanationYthatt*thelegreement between,,the two .on...thctpilot
.

tapeie Reliability -betWeenj the tirti-*judgewiratv90 p.eT better

four- Of the f:iixatcategOri.00-fa
.
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..

ItiEqUENCIES,AND PEKENTAGES OP AGREEMENTS AND DIS-
AGREMENTS OP TWO MDGES ON 2o6 solittiumbit*,

: .

. .

Category Agree Disagree Total Vei 'edit Pètit PeCt
Agree Disagree Total

RecognitiOt'i 2e.; 3 30 96:0 -- ,,,16:6-!- '-looty
,

Recall. 121 8- 129 §a:8 -.':6:2 '100-

TianiiatiOn% ti 3 0 3 too:6- : - O.Its.. 3.00

Conjecture 7 3 10 ietd.o- 30:o 100

Explanation 8 2 10 80.O ..:,loo-,.:.:,....

Evlitation 30 3 33 90.9 too

1111WVA7.11.

timale-zpmilience System

Congruence 'its"enviiiioned in the conceptual framework,*involved-the.

determination of tlie-iechitiCity between the substantive intent ,sought,

by the teacher and the imbitantive intent SUpPilerty the student.

Interjudge agreement by two judges on 220 responses was 87 per cent,

which demonstrated that congruence or incongruence could be readily

identified..

Sol .o*U--nse Unit 4;...,

; 5.

f

The Soliettation-Response Unit was the name given to a seggenti:og

tejCiier-pitil Verbarintlirtia;i6iilibait AtelfieffitithjeCte Ai '7stichsit. in

:ix.'etiii 'iiilitiekidiii'iiaittitiiii by :thei- tetichlii; (.b). sUititattlinaltati-

'1;4-ti '4h3Ai:' ' s,y1 .tiii irtaiiiit 4isitoniiileOr 'additiOntiV teeicherlcultizg-sbatonent a ,
.

.

,:-...te 1.4..4.,,ti.:),,Y;; 4,, 4-- ,:. ''. - -,,,ei -.*7. ,

.- ..
elmulme°-. liwersii ..e..,,,;.t.-V,,i4nzi 1 '°4-:- ';: :7: J , 1-;,e,''',:-C;ft

,..5,... . A. !1. IL

*Note TOtals do not add ut 'to 206. as disagreements exist between.
categories and are counted in both.
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and (c) a closing phase whicfi iiitarminateC A.-

-26- t. ;

.-,, i.. , .

unit. can be said to exist only if an initiating statement °emirs. It is
not imperative that step (b) occurs as, by definition, such sustainirig

. .... .. , .. , _ .. ... ..... .

activity: may be presumed cognitive.

Interjudge agreement relative to the Solicitation-RespOi;selUdit

was :high: as revealed by a 90 per cent agree nent ratio betweezititti'$iiclies

on 218 units. Additional support for its reliability

seen in the parallel .structures tested by Smith and Meux"(47), Block--(10),

Aschner and GaLlaghm (2), and Bellack (8).

LoAcLAabion-Re

Solicitation-Response Episodes were combinations of SoliCitation-

I

Response Units that resulted in actions identified as setting-pUrpose-
: .

follow-up, verification, justification, and judgmental.

The Solicitation-Response Episode appeared readily recogriliable by

the fact that two judges were in agreement 80 per cent of the time on

146. 'episodes4. The reliability check of episodes was made in the Main

.study because, of .a shortage of episodes in the pilot study piotoeolii:

The following information describes the sample sileCtian. and the
.v : : ..

teacher and student components of the sample.

;- .r. 44
1

'

Thetdeciaion was made to select tour .04444, each grade level

-fsecOnds- .fourth,, and stah). 46:;pre,yympO11. 4Ack, ;Ated4 4kiy044ses with

-,4tree-reading,group str,goturesyoReAobe if,t1t1 these faFtra

noted, the San Angelo, Texas, Public School. System superiAtendent yea
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contacted and his support obtained for the drawing and measuring of

such a sample.

San Angelo's sixteen elementary schools employed 228 teachers in,
grades qne .t.brough.six of yhich..37 were second.-!grade teachers, .37 were

fourth- ,grade teacherth. and 32 _ware .sixth -grade teachers. In order

expedite the ssnipling.pleptess the resflarcher obtained a 3ist of all

secondf,!fourlh-, and sixth-grade teachprs, and drew krandom sample of

four classes # each of the three grades.

Table .5 illustrates the sex, .age, teaching experience, college

degree, reading methods background, and number of students of each

,study teacher. -

TABLE 5

cHationansincs OF TEACHER SAMPTZ

Grade Sex Age Teaching Exp. Higluiet-Degree No: Students-:
01111.1106111,

2 P
2 F
2 F
2 F

P
F
F

6 .

16' it
.6 r,

26
25 3
55
54 29
25
59 29
2g-

3.850
55 ,. 32
43 2

545

. ".

ti

42.7
4~111110taINIMPSII418000111

narmaresr

28
33.
27
33

2/..
23
30
311.

26
24

27.7
e peen 34 Toble 5 there was a wide range of age in the group,

,

varying. from 25_ to 59 years, with a mean of 112.7. Also teaching exper-
..

;evne.-17tEir,l'._e_cl

4posseased 4t!

frop. 1 tp, A? years with a mean of 13.7 years. AU teachers
; - tic '() ;4.-7

Xpast s bachelors ,degrisl.y4i3,e .oF t4e. 12 possessed masters.
C ;a' 4 t.,91;`:

: :



Class size varied from a low of 23 to a high of 34 with a mean of 27.7

evident.

Students

Tebloo 7 Aeserrk. 440 0 AOA T0 woml4na eminpAherigion

level, and father occupational level (25) factori of the student sample.

Table 6 illustrates this data, for each ot the reading group in the

twelve classes while Table 7 represents the dsta for the composite top,

middle, and low reading groups of eadh of the three grades.

It should be noted that three reading group structures were found

in each of the second and fourth grade classes but not in the sixth

grade. In the sixth grade only one of the four classes actually operated

in three reading groups at the time of observation. One sixth grade

class operated as a single group while two others operated with two

groups . Apparentl y,. the teachers conceptualized three groups but did

not necessarily vary instruction for the comeptualized groupings.

Data Collection Procedures

Permiasion was obtained from the principal and sample teachers and

a schedule of observationo confirmed. ltb description of the nature of

the research was given. to the teachers or to anyone in the school system

for fear that a perforce might be conditioned. Bather, all parties

were instructed that the investigator wished to observe and record typical

.reading.1.eototts of the three groups within each classroom. The teachers

were ositerto provi,41:et the investigator with the data that appeared in

Tdbles 5, 6, and 7 and to complete the Reading Comprehension Theory

Test.

. _,.

Prior to entering the clasaroam for obierVation and taping sessions

, , :;: _,,,... . , .
. . .

a list of problems confronted in the pilot itudy'Sittiatibt Wati':draWn 'up
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in ordeetbitt these ilroblets-mightin alleviated' in 'the major study.
. .. . .,

Primary amongthe-piObleras iiticountered were-the fo llowing.:
. .

1. Iiiariminsition difficulties 'in the use of some of the
Reading Comprehension Solicitation. Response. Inventory

-cateigories deveoped because of the lack..of sufficient
cues about. the student!s background for answering. certain.!.
qttetitiOns. Most frequent were problems of dietiriguishing
between recall and recognition.

2. Ptvil response clarity on the recording tapes was freqUentli
inaudible.

3. Making typescripts from the recorded tape was difficult
because the.*ecordittgJaachine could:got be back-spaced
readily.

In ord et to solve the:fiist problem of cues' it was determined that

an observer would be present at. all times and would 'pairs written:zicieti. of

all cues that would be crucial to the *identification of solicitations

and retponses.
.

The prOblem- of Student response claitty was approached from the.

standpoint of equipment and classroom arrangement. A more sensitive'

Ureh microphone was used and the students were gathered.. into tigbber

reading circles. Also, during the first day of recording it was found

that fine student clarity could be achieved if theteacher- would hold the

4..crophone and direct it to the students as they would respond.

A Uher 5000 tape recorder solved the problems involved in type-.

scripting, The machine permitted the observers zo record at a .speed of

Thus, when preparing trescripts the typist could, flip the reel

slightly and back the tape up when needed,.

For the actual investigations. the principal Anvestigator and a

special*. trained re.tearch'ssiiitanti divided th.o. titelVe saMple .4:US -, .

roams and thirtr.104 Observati.oneintd:a nine. -day schedule With two
t . .,it:

, .

extra days provided for mtviceups..,; Each teacho was oblerved :arr :.recorded

for three consecutive days.



In oraer to facilitate an accurate transcription the decision was

made that each observer would transcribe each day's tapesin the evening

in order that gaps might be filled in while memories of the events were

fresh. This procedure was employed and it-was felt that the transcrip-

tions were 'more valid than they would have been if the transfer had been

postponed.

Analysis System for Protocols,

This section concerns. the handling of the typescripts. After the

tapes were transcribed to typescripts the researcher employed the

following marking scheme in the analysis:

Solicitations and responses were numbered according to the kind of

thinking outcome called for and subsequently given. The number key

follows:

Recognition
Recall
Translation
Conj A cture
Explanation
Evaluation

Sustaining activity on the part of the teacher which serreci to hold

the unit open was indicated by a slash mark (/). No distinction was made

as to whether the sustaining act was 'extending, clarifying, or cueing.

The following code system was used to mark response activity not

included under the nine thinking outcomes categories:

(0 Response not allowed, by the teacher

rD
Response allowed by the teacher but mo studenk responds
Student responds that he does not know the answer

li) Student,res 4cpp al 'o judge
N) Student responds but his response is not clearly audible

-tot judge' "
. i

(Re) Student repeats a previous response.
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In addition .to noting the, above factors about student responses land

the nature of the ihimisini outcorae.s.inviAve4 the .udges.:./ad to determine

whether or not the student responses were congruent with the substantive

intent of .the teacher. as indicated in his solicitation, For Ibis:purpose

a plus (+) was used to indicate con.druence and a (;-) for lack of con-

gimence.

Other Symbols were employed for inlicating area that were not

within the scope of the current study in order that these items -could be

screened. fr.= fopus.' *its. suggested. irOiowily; _the study sought to

describe only the solicitation-'response activity:ctliwectly concerned.

with the reading content being studied. Thus, indirectly. related solici-

tation actirkW and solicitation activity concerned with classroom

managient or rhOorical questioning wan sliiincted!. Descriptions of

the symbols that mark such solicitation activity

(X) Managemental or rhetorical sol.i.citations and-responses
.wherein thought about the content is not the focus.

(PK) Solicitation activity that is priinarily concerned with
personal knowledge or experience and does not relate
directly to the reading content.

To identify Solicitation- Response Units About Reading Content two

horizontal lines were employed to section off the previously noted

symbol designations. Brackets facing the left margin and enclosing the

component..Solicitation-Responiie Units were employed to illustrate
. . . .

'Solicitation-Response Episodes About Reading Content.

The following repredents a finial section of typesdriPt that illus-

trates thiuse of the aforementioned symbol system.. Note that the

teacher oli.Citations and ciamentsextend fUrther toward the let margin

of the paper than ihie stivient-resibriiii which ire initeinteC.'
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Prince do to help

cows went running
got two ropes and
par. 3)

Mr. Sparks?

down the wrong. direction so he
he started joining him.

X All right, let's look over at page 119.

7 .0o you think that Mr. Sparks troubles are over at the
bottom of that page, Debbie?

Yes.

5 Why: Why do you think his troubles are over?

Because he's sitting down on the bench to rest.

X Because he's sitting down and ready to rest. Well look at
the picture on page 120. In this picture Mr. Sparks is
talking to someone else. Does he look like his troubles
are over, Carl?

No.

bet he wishes all the cows and cattle were sold for
1 beefsteak. Let's read the page and find out who this

little'old lady is and what she said when she finally
unlatched her door. (p. 120, par. 2, 4, 5, 7)

0 (Children read silently)

2 Who was this little old lady, Debbie? (p. 121, par. 1)

2+ . Granny Sweet.

Statistical Procedures

Statistical analysis procedures for the three phases of the study

are discussed 1.n the following order: teacher knowledge of reading

comprehension, teacher practices in comprehension development, and

relations between teacher practices and knowle4e.

%P.Che following decisions here made concerning the initial research

questions pertaning to teacher performance on the Reading Comprehension

Solicitation-Response XnAre.v.tqry. ,Ihe first decision related to the
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delineation of teacher scores into ratings of high, averages or low and

involved the arbitrary imposition of bands of performance. Utilizing the

frequency distribution of Criterion Group IT (Reading Teachers) the deci-

sion was made that averse scores would be those which were either, one

standard 'deviation above, the mean of ! L O Qt one standard deviation

below the mean. Thus, high .scores would include those scores which were

over one standard deviation above the. mean and low scores would be those

scores which were over one standard deviation below the mean. A second

decision area concerned the .det'armination of the prominency of the dif-

ferences between scores.: It was determined that praninent differences

would be said to exist'betideen high scores and low scores`.'

The various. aspects of teacher practice were to be illustrated in

frequency distributions in accordance with the research questions. As

frequency totals can vary sharply between grades and groups, it was de-

cided (and written into the research questions) that the frequency data4"
would be translated into percentages data which would facilitate the

meaningful interpretation of the data.

With regard to the reading comprehension 'Outcomes limension and the

congruence-incongruence dimension of teacher practices, it was decided'

that Chi-square tests would be applied to make deietithatiOris relative

to: the chance possibilities of attaining the-oi;ierveidlizitributionp

patterns. The source of thi-Chi;.square test-vas-Walker anct. Lev (57)'

ror the relation-0 dimensions of the study, correlatibncwereftmle..

run betWeen. the low acoringargi high scoring. teachers (aktbAtled. Pnr sten--

dard deviations from the mean) and their frequencies and perpentagei

reading; comprehension outcomes olicited,. congrugtt-:.

Solicitation-Response Unit frequencies and types, and Solicitation-Response

Episode frequencies and types,
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In accordance with the-tOttat of the study this. chapter reports the
-

"1/7"s"14.11 4.°* 4." 4)'.111-A."6"Lais u.am"-""-/ knaifiedge otconprehensionve,su, ava.ww.i.
.

.

theory; teacher practices! in COmPriihetiSiott develoentf . and the tali;
. .

time between tegieher iradtioes an&

Teacher Knowledge of Cc on .Theory
. #

,

Question One: Whit tiebietioai knoviledie ratiio (high;: average,-' or low) do the .twelve say .aple teachers obtain* the. Reading
ComprehensiOn Theeriletit16,
Table 8 revels the'idores and ratingiof.the twelve sample tea:choirs

.

in bierarchial order, ianging frees highest to lowest.. .

.As seen in Table. 8,1itilf of the teachers rat, .average with regard
. . .

to the definitions "previouily established and half rated logs; The mean

of the group of twelve teachers was 38,33 which Jorreapcnded rather
,

S.

cloae.ly with the man of 37.36 for the inexperienced criterion group of
coLlage students .

Although the sampling of twelve teachers from the sChool

could not ba Considered, highly representative,' it' does seem strange that .

the scioies were so strongly oriented toward. the .aicle: of they:cella

:

Criterion Grotip. OrfA.4 v#10, 11ot, taire. been

truly. representative of tlle-teaching grail)? :evil which the seal.e:ot. . .

twaiAie-iiatdratis ,.
.

ellog,r010111101111.111111011rommINIMIN ' .:.illiiiit'Apkendix for. ta'.copy or , the.. Reading Comprehension. Theqry TeatJ

.7

I.441:1
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SCORES AND RATINGS OF ..wzr.Ars SAMPLE TEACIERS

ON The READING CO1PRIMENSION, THEORY TEST

s ;
.0 44.

Teacher Runber. .. .
2est.Score Rating . .

6004
2002
2003
40.01.
4003
2001
4002
4004
6002
2004
6003
6001

t

6

2

6
2
6
6

I. *.

43

42
42
'42

. 41
39
39

36
29
27

Average':
-Avarage---;--
Av.er!g.e
Average; .
AVerage
&forage
low
Iw

VOW

.

Question Two: Do praiiitent differences exist between the
ratings of any of the twelve sample teachers?

. .

-

AsAirevious/y determined, preminent differences were said to exist
......... t . 00

n.

. ... S
00 0 too 00. "

between those adores which were oite standard. deviation above, the mean add
.. ..:..... .. - . . -., ......... ...

those which were one.standard deviation below the mein. Pion the rating
. . ..

data presented in. Table B ii..ietipparent that Acne of the differences fn

1":1`cofees were considered praninentin- terms of the foregoing criterion.

The, scores of the twelve teachers appeated iery..clolie with six icorto,.- -- .

varying only three points. Onlyin the instance of the tii'd lowest scores

(29 4 27), *dia. ther.e appear .to 'be much diaper:4o; the trOtriies

scores.
t

The saorei Of the iiitip;ircide* teachers iiiiseited: littei*ing

situation in iiighest sdi)re sit thei other

'three occupieCthree ot.ther*:four .owest ,positions
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Teacher Practices in Corn rehension Development

Teacher practice's in comprehension development are broken down into
the following diskeaions: reading-comprehension outcomes, congruence-.

incongruence, and-solicition-response- interaction.

peadinz Comprehension Outcomes Dimension*

Question One: What are the frequencies and percentages ofeach of the; six solicitation types of the Reading Comprehension
Solicitation!Akesponse Inventory?

Table 9 shows that recall solicitations were most abundant as indi-
cated by the fact that 56.9 per cent of all solicitations were of this
type. Recognition and evaluation solicitation activities appeared similarly
abundant as"evidenced-by their respective-percentages. Conjecture and

explanation solicitations appeared most infrequently while translation
solicitatirna were almost non- existent.

TAME: 9

FREQUENCIES AND PERCENTAGES OP SIX SOLICITATION TYPES

010111111111101MmIllp 4gatimmpftwiminaminti AnagaievarstrAisamIsagiamsoftvwsdasMrsoMMINNIMOOMMONIMIMamMali,

,

Reco ition Recap, Translation Con ecture lanation Evaluation

252 13.5 105.6 56.9 12 .6 120 6.5 133. 7.2
ONIWIMMAWAWIW.omgmrsgggmlmNWIIVAWMMIKIVWIWMIDIOMNMIMWIMOMWinWWPIOMMIWftM

284 15.3

Question. Two: ,WIlat .frequencies s444 percentages of each ofthe six solicittition'tkiei of the Reading Cbriprehension Solicitation-Response Inventory in the second, fourth, and sixth wades?,

The, ..frequencies and percentages. of solicitation types in the three
grades are il.s.t.lus#:,e.te4..in Table .40., Also, A Chi-squarltest.score of

.31The* Readilig :doMpreheniciotizfSoLiditattOn4empstise.IntentorrI/hick:Was: used- formeasuring reading comprehent4on outcomes can be found in Appendix II.
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155.38 was significant at the .001 level. This indicates that the relation-.

ship could have happened by chance only one time in a thousand.

MONSOMMINSION41.11011111

TARLM Z n.

FREQUENCIEg AND PERCENTAGES OF SIX SOL 7.11TI0N
TYPES IN GRADES TWO, FOUR, AND DIX

Grade Reco

Two .0014 584 .;'.45

'Pour " 118%. 16.3 351 '48..4

Sts.: .124. 14 06

Total 252 -13.3 .036 -36.9

*2 50 5.7 33 38 1.61 U. 878 100
4' :6 30 6.9 514 7,14 1148 20.4 725 100

7.9 )4618.1 35 13.8 214 100
12 .6 120 6.5-133. '7:2 284 1'85;7 100

= 133.38 <.001

,S0:1,icititio'n frequency was. greatest in the. second.grade where. 878

solicitations were recorded. Frequencies declined in accordance, with increas-
ing grade levels with the sharpest declines in the sixth grade.

As Tsble 10 indicates, the patterns for the, three grades were very
different. Recall solicitation activity was the. dominant form in the
"second igade and was much more apparent in that grade than in the --hi6er
grades. The fourth- and sixth-grade 'breakdowns' were fairly sii.lat' to one,another ,except *that- tourt*kia-de 'teachers tended to deal more with recoG-

- '
'w

.nItion ,

and' evaluation itae :the' siicihrgrade teachers concerned themselves
more with the': Sidereal: a* c-EAtegokies Af conjeaUre and ex 3.aua :atop

,}

. . .Question Three: What-axe,. the,tre41,04.941:p.n4.,:tpprimoge.gs .0each of the six' s.oiicitafion tkies et the Rpading,(lom prehen-sion SolicitationRetponse Inventory in the. c005inid top,middle, and .lo groups
;

'
.

1

is

I

V : :

:
.. f'

) A



Table 3.l illustrates the 'frequencies and percentages of the aix

solicitation tYped as found in the composite top, middle, and low groups

of grades two and four... Grade six could not be included in this aspect

of the study because of the lack of a true three-reading group setup

in three of the four classes.

-TABLE asi

FREQUENCIES AM, MONTAGES or SIX SOLICITATION TYPES IN TIX
COMBINED TOP, MIDDLE, AM WV READINg GROUP8',F c )ES

TWO. AM POMI.

Top 64 11,5 308 55.o 5 .9 ko 7.1 45 8.0 98 17.5 560 loo
Mid. 108 17.4 350 56.5 1 .2 4o 6.5 23 3.7 97 15.7 619 loo
Law 54 12.7 277 65.4 0 0.0 20 4.7 19 4.5 54 12.7 424 100

TotalM6 14.1 935 58,3 6 .4 120 6.3 '87 5.4 232 14,5 1603 100

x2"i= 37.91 P (.001
.

Chi square revealed the data pattern in Table 11 could.not. have happened

by chance at the ,003. level.

Second and tou.rth grade teachers tended to solicit recap. outcomes'
'-, :.':,:, ... e.,- . .,...-,. -..,- , ,..,::. .. .,,,,. ., . --,..:. - . . ..:. ).i4J . ,

more frequently from low reading groUps than from middle. and. 402, groups ,.:...0.,. f' ia.: , '''' '; '' ' r '' f ', ',. -=' y't,`,t 2,1 ., '...., :

according to the information in Table 11. Whereas, they solicited ,less.
f 1; 7, 1,

recall from middle and high groups, these teachers solicited more inferential
sue evaluatiiie itn,4011:03

'

s



Question Four: What are the frequencies and percentages of. each
of the six solicitation types of the Reading Comprehensio Solici-
tation-Response Inventory in the top, middle, and low groups of
each grade?

Table 32 illustrates the frequencpas and parcentages of the six solici-
0.

Cation types in the combined top, middle, iud low groups of the iecsni

grade. Chi-square testing indidatel that the relationship could have
s,

happened one time in. a' thousand.

4

TABLE 12

FREQUENCIES AND PERCENTAGiS. SP SIX SOLICITATION TYPES IN
TIE "COMBS TOP, .MIDDLE, -AND LOW GROUPS 44 GRADE

TWO

Group Recog.

Top 25 8.8

Mid. 65 17.6

r:itav 18 8.o

Total 3C48 12.3

Recall Transl. Co ec lann. Evalua.
1.11..11=10011.0.1..CMIONIN!IONNID

Total

136 65.3 1

244 66.1 i
154 68.8 0

584 66.5 2

.3 25 8.8 19 6.7 29 10.1

.3 14 3.8 6 1.6 39 Ic,6

.0 11 4.9 8 3.6 33 14.7

.2 50 5.7 33 3.8 101 U.

285 100

369 100

P44 jam

878 100

x2 = 36.54

'As Table 12 reveals, solicitation frequency was greatest. in the middle

group and least in'the'low group -Percentages .indicate. that the patterns of

soliatatiOn were very similar-, among .the..three.:gr,oupsj, althou0..inferential

solicitations. were fibre at in .-the top group , and reqsgnitign

tionh Were more abundant in* the' middle, group

abte 'px*afitit's tilt:1i' frequencies and percentages, of- thei. fdtx Ap4.1.pita-

tion types in the fourth Chi,fiquare or A053.A.1/4#0111..cant-4#

the .001 level. This indicates that the pattern could have happened by



chgnge oniii one tithe in it:theitiand.

TAM: lq

FRET ENCIES AND PERCENTAGES or six SOLICITATIN TYPES m TI
'COmmitto TOP, MIDDLE, AN) LI3W GROUPS OF GRADE FOUR

Group Reco Recall Transl. Con ec. 3+ 'Ian. Evalua. Totalf 'f f f........
,. .v

...,,

Top 35' U.? 42. 44.4. .4 = 1. 3.... .15' 505 26 9:. 5 69 25..3. 275 110

mid. 43 17.2 3.06 .42.4 0 0 .26 10.4. 17 6.8 58 23.2 250 110
7 .

low 36 .. 18.0 123 '61;5 0 0 ..'*:. 9. 14,3 csii t .5.:.:., 21 iii..- o(5. -leo
,,,.

*I . O. I
Total 48 16.3 31., ..48.4..48.4 4 6:9 . 54 7..4 148 1.0

5 f.,

Solicitation frequency was greatest in the top group of the fourth
y

grade and least in the low group .as indicated by Table 13.

-Fourth grade teachers solicited many more recall eutcOmes from the

low group than from the middle and high groups as Table.13 indicates. Con-

s.e
.

verly, more middle and high group solicitation activitYwas-feiind in the.

areas, of conjecture, explanation, and evaluation.

As..preidOuSly'lit'atedi the`-sixtil-srade,porOion,o.f the.study was

the''abEienee.'citthreesreadingrgroup Estri,zotures Thus ,,,:the

'-'ir.iiithigriidirlietriptitin,...tontained,14-.2able:.14 .i14atrates: a .twoiTgre..7p..,

Wan! tobterVed iii three ofathe Pour 1,114,1sseP ,,
Chi-square testing of the:, obterved", and expect4.:.frpquencl.fp; 41,

14; tailateiaa:;high.-chaiice for, TO differ-

`viel?6'4ivit ,
Cam. at the 10':1b te.1.,.IfL:.,



According to Table 14, the frequency of solicitatior activity was

greatest in the lower of the two grow pa. Also, the Solinitation frecjuen-
cies of the sixth-grade groups were much lower than those of the second- and

fourth-grade groups.

TABLE 14

FREQUENCIES AND PERCENTAGES or SIX SOLICITATION TYPES IN
THE COMBINED TOP AND Lot .GROUPS OF GRADE SIX

Grout Res° Evalua. Totalf=v
Higher 9 13.2. 24 4:4- 19...2.3.`2 3.6' 23.6 .7 3.0:3 68

Lower 14 26.1 48 55.2 1 1.2 5 5.7 30 23..5 9 3.o.3- 87 IOC

Total 23 14.8 72 46.5 4 2.6 14 9.0 26 16.816 10.3 2,5 loo_
M1111011114,...11.....0.0=1N0111111.111.4.

x2 7= .10.25 P r.10

Table 14 indicates that the sixth-grade teachers spent a substantlai2y

greater proportion of their recall solicitations on the lower group. Con-
. Xe

versely, they solicited a considerably higher percentage of conjectural and

explanation outcomes i'rom the higher group.

Cormmence-Ineanms,ace Dim erasion

Congruence referred to the reciprocity between the substantive intent

sou01 by teanhers in their solicitations and the substantive intent supplied
by the students' responses.

Queatien.Five: Tat are-the freqUencies and percentages of
congruence and incongruence,.

=

A total view of the frequencies 4nd percentage; of "itongruence and

incongruence is seen in Table 15. Chi. -spare indicates that the chance
i; ; ft



possibility of such a distribution is at the .05 level.
It should be pointed out that the congruent 'and incongruent units

mollAh.3411.*. saim
*WIEIGWOWUS lam Table 35 illustrate only units that were completed with

an audible response. All solicitations not followed by audible responses

were omitted from this section.

TAPIR 15
1

:42E4bItit= AND PEWENTAGES OF CONGRUENCE Ale
INCONPRIDINCE OP FIVE 130LICITATION MEP. '

f

.

Trawl Cordeci Exn len. Total--f t
. .

Congruent 108 93.9 893 90.3 6 75 98 94,2 .100: 85.7 1205 90-4

Incongruent 7 6.1 96 907. 2 25 6 5.8 17 31-45 128 9.6
Totals U.5 300.0 989 100.0 8 100.0 lth 100.0 317. 100.0 1333 100.0

ywooseratowavar*Omarsgoopremok.a.

3t2-.2; 44
. . --

P 4605

A Table" 15 eav- eels, 90.4 per cent of.the.audibie units terminated
in congruence whilf. 9.6 per cent en.degin incongruence. Thus, nearly one
in tez; units terminated without congruence. The explanation for this fact
was s-largely that teachers frequently accepted incongruent responsea as.
congruent. Presumably, these teachers were not .familiar with the answers
to the questions they were asking.

Congruence appeared to be related to the nature of the cognitive task
as seen in Table 15.. Tasks such as contiecture (94.2 per.cent. congruence)

end recall (90.3 per cent congruence) appeared subject to higher congnmce
than tasks such as trtinalatice (75 per bait Congruence) and explanation

(85.5 per cent congruence). Conceivably, 'conjectural. solicitations allow a
. . -4 .



rather wide range of response and, consequently, congruence, whereas

explanation limits the range of respense to a 'basic rationale which mat be

aupplied if congruence is to be attained.

.,Question Six: What are the frequencies- and-percentages, of
tongrifenc'e and incongruence. an the 'EleoOnd, fourth, and sixth
grades?

Table 16 'illustrates the frequencies and percentages o congruence

and incongrience in the composite seConcl.,fourth, and sirth.c.tOesit.

square revealed that the pattern foUnd,in the table could not have

happened by chance at, the .01 level.

Total congruence was highest in second grade. Apparently, .toe

incidence of congruerpe in tnerecell area was a determining factor in

the total: congruence percentage as seen.by the relationships.of these

--two factors, in .the second and .fourth grades.

Question Seven: What are the frequencies and percentages of
-congruence and incongruencein the combined top, middle,.and
low groups of the sample?

Table 17 presents the frequency and peic.entaie data relative to'
,

congruence and incongruence in the combined top, middle, and low groups

in the dodbined second and feukth'gfided;-' .411

A Chi-square test of the observed. and expected frequencies of

Table 17 was significaht"atthe*.01'level.--This indicated that .the pattern

could not have happened at this chance level.

Congruence was highest in the top reading group as seen in Table 17.

Middle- and low-group congruence totals were nearly the same.

Question Eight: What are the frequencies and percentages of
congruence and incongruence in the tap, middle, and low groups
of each grade?
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TABLE 17

PREQUENCIES AND PERCENTAGES OF CONGRUENCE AND INCONGRUENCE OF
FIVE SOLICITATION,RESPONSE UNIT TYPZIS Aig-0001$.1PED TOP,

MIDDLE, AM LOU' GROUPS OP GRADES 1110 AND FOUR

Recog.

722Saw,

Congruent

Incongruent

Total

Middle Group'

'Congruent

Incongruent

Total

LotL am

Congruent

Incongruent

Total

IMININIMMINOPIPARINVat

Recall Trans.. -Conlec. ftplen. Total

f % f %

22 95.4* 282 94.0 2 66.7

i 4.3 10 6.0 1 33.3

23100.0 300 100.0 3 100.0

48 92.3 301 39.6 0 0.0

4 7.7 35 10.4 0 0.0

52 100.0 336 100.0 '0 0.0

22 91.7 234 89.0 0 0.0"

2 8.3, 29 11.0 0 0.0

24 100,0 253 100.0 0 0.0

f 7. f f

29 90.6

3 9.4

32 1000

35 89.7

4 10.3

39 100.0

370 93.2

27 6.0

-397 100,0

33 91.7 IS 78.9 397 99.6

3 0.3 4 21.1 46 10.4

36 100.0 19 100.0 443 100.0

4,

20 "100.0 76.5 '239 39.4

0 0.0 4 23.5 35 10.6

20 100.0 17 100.0. 324 100.0

X
2.

au 38.95, P (.01



4.

Tables 18 and 19 present the second- and fourth-grade congruence

pictures on the three-reading-group basis while Table 17 presents the

two-reading-group congruence picture as seen in the sixth grade.

Table .18 represents the .frequencies. andpercentages of:congruence

and.incongruence in the three reading groups of the second grade.' Chi--

square revealed that the Congrue-!ii.e.:;incOngiuence pattern was

at the .001-level.
. S WO.. 4

Congruence was highest in the top reading grow of the second

grade.. sample as revealed in Table 18. Congruence appeared to. be the ..

reflection of the congruence situation in the recall and. recognition areas.

In Table 19 a breakdown of.. congruence in the fourth-grade groups
Mb

is seen. Chi-square revealed that this pattern was significant at the

.02 level.
1.

The combined top group in Table 19 had the highest total percentage

of congruence while the low group had the lowest percentage of congruence.
. , ....

In comparison with overall congruence percentages in the second grade,

the fourth grade congruence totals appeared very low. The data suggested

that. foura4.-grade teachers accept more incongruent responses as congruent

than do second-grade teachers.

Table 20 illustrates the congruence frequencies and percentages in

the two-reading-grov sixth grade. Chi-square indicated that this

pattern was significant at the .02 level.

A marked difference in total congruence was noted between the higher

and lover group in Table 20. As in previous tables, the total congrueme

was largely a reflection of recall congruence.
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TABLE 18

FREQUENCIES AND PERCMAGES OF CONGRUENCE AND INCONGRUENCE
OP' ,TVa:C1ATXQIRSP!pSB UIxYPS1r Tyr::

Tqi.,4APPT40-- APP 4741IPS
GBADESp-

ro41. -Races. - Tranal.- --Conj .Total ,

Top Group

Congruent 4 100.0

Incongruent 0 0.0

Total 4 100.0

I4ddle Group

Congruent ,26 ,92,1

Incongruent ,2 7.9

Total 23 100.0

/sow Group,

Congruent. 5 100.0

Incongruent 0 0.0

Total 5 100.0,

./ ..., 144 444

176 96.2 1 100.0 16

7 3.8 0 0.0 2

133 100.0 1 100.0 18

210 90.1 0 0.0 12

23 9.9 0 000 0
J.

233 100.0 0 0.0 12

134 91.3 0 0.0 11
.. '

12 8.2 0 0.0 0
4.

1,46 100.0 0 0.0 11

14110.11, NOMIlmisabafilm

4, 44,46

88.9 11 76.6 208- 94.5

10030

0.0

100.0

3 21.4 12 5.5

14 100.0' 220 100.0

;;..
4 80.0 252- 90.6

1 20.0 26 9.4

5 100.0.278 100.0

100.0 5 83:3. 155- 92.3

0.0 1 3.6.7 13 7.7

100.0 6 100.0 1.68 100.0
t

4 we 47.67 P
A.. ..+-, -
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TOLE 19 ,

.

FREQUEN010. g4toz*idzs-'oit comiuntancE-AND INCONGRUENCE
OP FIVE S0iiICITATIO74281tilSZ tattrisPeIN TW

CONSIED TOP, tratilgi-iND Lal GROUPS OP
GLADE POUR'

Ton croup_

Congruent

Incongruent

Total

Middle Group

Congruent

Incongruent
-

Total

kowlEgoz,

Congruent

Incongruent

Total

Rms. Recall

f % f %

18 94,7 106 90.6 1 50,0

1 5.3 11 9.4 1 50.0

19 100.0 117 100.0 2 100.0

22 91.6 91 88.3 0 0.0

2 9,4 12 114 0 0.0

24 100.0 103 100.0 0 0.0

17 89.5 100 '85,5 0 0.0

2 10.5 17 14.5 0 0.6

19 100.0 117100.0 0 0.0
.

"FaTiAati: Total

f

13 92.9 24 96.0 162 91.5

1 7.1 1 4.0 15 3.5

14 1600 25 100.0 177 100.0

21 3745 11 78.6 145 87.9

3 12.5 3 21.4 20 12.1

24 100.0 14 100.0 165 100.0

9 100.0 8 72.7 134 85.9

0 A0.0 3 27.3 22' 14.1

9,100.0 11 100.0 156 100.0

X2 ni 35.92
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TABLE 20

FREQUENCIES. AND PERCENTAGES OF CONGRUENCE AND INCONGRUENCE OF
PPE SOUCITATION-RESPONSE.UNIT TYPES IN THE COMBINED .

HIGHER AND LAM GROUTS OF GRADE SIX

Recov Recall Trans'

f

Ifigher

Congruent. 9 100.0 21. 91.3 2 100.0 7

Incongruent O... 0.0 2 8.7 p,.. olp 0

Total. 9 .109.0 23 100.0 2 100.x. 7.

. :

100.0 16 140.6

0.0 .0 . 0.0.

100.0 16 100.0

96.5

2 . 3.5

,57 '100.0

Congruent .7 100.,0 34 85.o I 100.0 3 100.0 8 88.9 53 88.3

Incongruent 0 0.0 6 15*.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 I U.1 7 4.7

Total 100.0 Ito nolo 1 100..0 3 lam. 9 loom 6o 3.0o.0

41.1/111111.01111m1s1m/M.1. IMPIIM
X2 = 1445

.A marked difference :in tQtal, ocIngruence was nclted between, the higher

and lower groups in Table 20. 'Ai In pievioUi tables, ihe total congruence

. . . . -
was largely a reflection of recall,COngraende.

, *

Solicitation-Remagejamstion Dion.

This aimexiaon concerned tilt fbaiowing patterns.. of solicitation-

. .

response interaction (1) the Solicitation-ROponse Unit About Reading
:

Content and (2):the Solicitagbn-RAspo4e Eiisode About Reading Content.

The fomer referred. to the basic unit of teacher-puiii verbal interaction

about reading content while the latter referred to groupings of Solicitation"

Response Units into relatedwhalest
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(o) This indicates that a student response was called
for but that the teacber did not allow sufficient
time for a response..

This letter, indicate.0 et,;esporlie:that was inaudible
to the trait.

A dividing mark is used to separEte the responses of
Varioila AUentsc',

Table-11"inustrateathe:IiiiiienCied otcongri.letioiorigrit

) .561i0itatioh4i-spoffseUnitsPand-reveav'that the -SR+ pattern was the

mostprominent,pattern (90.3IvitcehtI.

Of the 1054 SR+ wilts seen in Table_21, 681 are found in the

recall category. Generally, the distribution patterns tend to follow

the general distribution natterns of solicitation types as illustrated

in Table 6.

The S(o)/R+ pattern which accounted for 3.9 per cent of the con-
:

gruent units illustrated in Table 21 revealed situations wherein the

teacher would not allow a response unit after he had made a sustaining

statement. The S(o)/(o)/R+ pattern was simply an elaboration of such

sustainina activity.

Situations wherein the teacher would receive an incongruent response

and then hold the unit open for a .subsequent congruent response. are

illustrated by the SR,7/111- and S(o)/11-/R+ patterns.

A departure from the SR+ pattern was seen in the SR+/R+ pattern

of Table 21. Tim latter pattern indicated that a teacher would allow

for more than one congment response.
.1,444.414,......

The most frequent incongruent unit pattern 1,11 Table 22. was the SR-

pattern. It was apparent that most of these Si - patterns occurred in



,

putzuracqg o .coNoavENT .411) iNC0ripatEDIT
SOLI.Citaibil-itakOi182 'Mitt P4'04gt

y.e

Putt erns IteCoa.. all Trans/. CoN cc. plan. &slug. Totals

astrIsns.
f.

SR+ 74

; (o)/a+. 5

-".811,4411+ 6

OR+/R+ 0

sret-ut+ . 1

SC-Va+ 0

8 (0)/ (0)11+ 1

5il.4-1ft .. 0

3 (0)iltqa+ 1

631 4

34 0

15 0

3
.

1 0

5 0

2 0

4 0

2 0

Totals 83 749

km, restut

Um. 4 41

80 6

(oittea). 1

Totals 5 40

.56

1

0 1
... :

0 0 0
,

0 0

2 0 6
.,

0 0 0

.

f

189

4 2

1 -1

3 ..4**

0

0

1054 90,3

46 3.9

27 2.3

15 1.3

10 .9

5 .4

4 .3

4 .3

3 .3

4 66 59 202 1163 100.0

0

L.

0
,

L

svestirionimumenirolMOMmalle

0 46 7.3

1 9 15.5

0 3 5.2

581040
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connection with recall solcitations. What was not apparent was the

reason why the,teachers allowed, such units to'terminate,in it*:onr;ruence.

Of the.58 innnnarnent renpnnne units reported in. Table 21: 9 were
e a. ,

.g(-) patternss:This indicated situations wherein teachers permitted
.-

response but, none, was forthcoming,. The_S (0 )/( pattern represented

the same act with an added teacher Sustaining move.

Question Ten: What are the fre4.4encies of congruent and incon-

gruent Solicitation-Response Unit patterns the second, fourth,
and sixth grades?

Table 22 represents a breakdown of Table 21 into. the frequencies

and percentages of unit types for grades two four, add six. As seen in

Table 22 the congruence percentage of the second trade (95.6) was higher

-than the congruence percentages of the fourth; (86 and sixth (79.6)

grades.

The composite fourth grade in Table 22 revealed the highest per-

centage of unit patterns in the S(o)/R+ category. A close view of the

data revealed that this percentage was heavily influenced by a single

teacher who continually reformulated .solicitations before allowing

student response. The same teacher was also responsible for the S(o)/(o)/R+

patterns and ether restatement Situations.

The SR- pattern as seen in Table 22 was:the dominant incongruent

pattern for the second and fourth grades while the $(-) pattern was the

dominant pattern in the sixth grade.- Although thest'e'are dominant patterns

s,
in terms of the table, reference to Table 15 indicates that these patterns

s

17; represent less than half of the incongruent Patternifound in 'the study.

As explained previously, many units were ruled out.by the three criterion.
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conaluzin. AND 111CON91.1,9E117--S01.101,TATION-
148 ;1:11-ittgbrWtf4':.*144,Alib '

Patterns
,

tie.;>`" )' :Totals

Co 1.....74......uertt

ME
-

SR+ Two 23 414 1 25 10
. Pour 39 225 0 25 28

.:Iiii-:-':- 12 "'" 'AZ:. 3 ,.'. 'g-. :,19:/;... ; it
Total f 74 681 ''' 4 56 SO.

$(6)/R+ :

Fos
0 9 0- 'P 0

Poir- 5' .:- 22 0 :. ..1,:i..:-.,,..- :- 4
Six 0 3 0 0 0-
otal' 5 34 AY' t' -1 '. 2- 4-'

75 548 95.6
99 416 86.3
15 .90 79.6

A89 .1054 90.3

0 9 1.6
,2 34 7.1
0 3 2.7

46 3.9

SR4R+ TWO '2' 5' 0' 0 x -0 , 01' -.7 1.2
Pour 3 6 0 0 0 0 9 1.9
Six 1 4' .- 0 4 , -1 :1 11 9.7
Total 6 15 0 4 1 1 27 2.3

- ..,

SR41R+ Two 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0
Pin& 0 1 a 2 ' 0 3 . 6 1.2
Six 0 4 0 1 3 1 9 0.0
Total -. 0 5 0'- - 3- 3' :' .---4 ", -15 1.3

S114:114 TiO Ofi '0- 0' 0- 0 '-- 0 --'- 0 0.0
Four 1 1 0 2 0 6 10 2.1

Totel 1 1 0
pr,

6,1

2
.1)
0 6 10 .9

oft 0 .0 -0-

r . ,

S MA+ TWO 0 5 0 0 0 0 5 .3
Pout 0 0 O. 10 0' -: 0 0.0

,.$13C 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 040
4..t VOW " 0 . : 1 5 0 .:4; ;:0. OL : 0 5 .4

i .,. .

g(0)/(6),:g T 4 0 0 " : - , -

F o u r 1 2
-Ctii" 0 0

4
Total 1 2,: et .,...v..1 "1. ^.,' , i :I., : i -,.. , A

PetAt!! .- ...T° 42 4
'Tout ...,..= 1 1,1

'.0

. Stx .0 0
th" 1 '0

(
To

,... ,.:4.,..4.,

0- 0 0.0
0 0 1 0 4 .3

.10 :' O. "' 4 ^-1):' ^f '''0.* 0 0.0
0 0 1 0 4 .3

:. ii.)..:

0

0 () .0 4 .8
ro 0 0.0

0 0 0 000
4 .3
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question,poenk What re he :Tog corgrue
ineOitri4W.VoltteilA4On4iiitib0.4Minit patterne-in the mined;
top.. raiddZ.J, and low groupli .of the

As previously -mentioned, the.- sixth grade ,sample, was .4'611i to be

lair three- reading group structures. Thus, the response to question

'elevervrepresents the coMbined top, middle, and low.groups of the can-
,

41.
.

00
.

--second and fburtlx.;gradeS,..; preeents: the frequenoiii: and
,

percentages of unit types in these groups.
...

Table 23 reveals that the SR+ pattern was slightly more frequent

:in terms of percentage in the top l'eading grotip (924) than in the

.. (90.8) and low:(90.1) reading groans.

The S(o) /R+ pattern represented.a lesser percentage of top reading

group patterns than middle or law group patterns. Possibly, this sug-

geats that the teachers were moreprecise in stating iteations for

lower groups.

SR-/R+ patterns were more evident in the low group of the combined

'second and fourth grades thrin in the tin) and middle groups. rile. numbers

appear too- small to suggest any- real implications.,
Of the three incongruent patterns listed in Table 23 the SR- pattern

aPptered.-most freqUentIY.- itiertefp- and low 'growincongruent- patterns

. were all of the SR- type while the middle group had three units in

each of the s(-) and S(o)/(-) patterns.

question Twelve: Waat are the frequencies of congruent and
incongruent. Solicitation-Response Ltit patterns in the top,
middle, and low groups of. each grade? .

Tables 2k, 25, and 26 present the group frequencies of Solicitation"

Response patterns in the second, fourth, and sixth grades, respectively.
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Table 2k reveals the predominance of-the $R+ pattern each of
,:,",,-,-,f. ,......0.....

the three cp1Tpoi1 reading ; 1. g i q u * 60.e,,:ii0.4114,c. 70. e.4#1.0;:ili further, .
. . . . ., .,.,.,,,,, ,.-;....,,,,,--,. P: fp, -... . ..,,

r ,, 1: i

illustrateS that this pattern .waS more prOnbUnced in the low, (97.2 per
_s "I. 1.vo vas craw. e.s445sx---7A7aricw 'way, Voui/Aoti ;Ay AOLLW .11LLGILLGWZarbW,M.ErIA7,,X,1

. ,
`:* .

Per dent): -Pattorn-lfbt'cOngruence.other-theil-the-SR+-unit were very

slight.

The basic patteni'bf inco

Table 14 was the SR- pattern.

ence''-in the second grade as seen in
a

Table 25 illustrates, the SR+ pattern was the dominant pattern in

the fOurth-gra4e classes as well as iri; the sedOnd-grade classes.

The presence of Sustaining' statements after iilitiating solicitations

in several unit types in Table 25 indicates that some `difficUlty was

encountered in framing, the initiating *solicitation.
r

SR- was the dominant incongruent pattern in the fourth grade as

revealed by Table 25,ut a high percentage of the S(o)/(-) pattern was
,1

observed in the middlti'group. 'IThis pattern riipreiented a giingle teacher

who had problems in formulating the initial stilicitation.,
...,

While he SR+ pattern was also the dominfint pattern in the sixth
.,. i) ......,

N'' : .; .; , .':

;grade. Table ?6 indicates a lesser dominance in this pattern. Only
,

! . .
76.2 xf)ler cent'. of the top group-junits Were SaKwhich compared With per-

,.1,
,, ,,,,,, :..!

Centages of 96' and 89.4 in the top grbups of -the becand and fourth grades

respectively.
1:

Of the J7 higheri7group congruent patterns listed in Table 26, 6 were

.0(1

6.°

7 17.*.

,

iridicatectAhat the teaci%r sustained a unit

response :and aci4ved congruencyuency ditthe

SR-A4 nits. This pattern
te;

after. the first incongruent
0

. seem% studeit- attempt.

(.

0

0

U

4,1 rs
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'Lower ,0 2- 0 - 0
Total ' 0 zi 0 0

, , , :

S (- ) Higher 0 0 0 0
Lower- 0 ..* I= I.-- -0*-:, --

Total 0 1 1. 0

3- 1 0:

-::()(); .-,..

1 0

4 1 O. -%:*"

Totals 1igher 0
Lower :43
Total 0

4.

0

1 2.4
2 4.7
3 3.6

42 100.0
42 100.0
84 100.0

1 100.0
0' 2 50.0
0* 3 50.0

0 0 0.0
00` 0 2 50 0
0 0 2 50.0

0 0 1 1.00.0
Oh r 0-- 4 100.0

CV 5 100.0

Vi
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The second portion of the Solicitation-Response interaction pertains

to the Solicitation...Response Episc-de.. .A Solicitation-Response Episode was

defined as two or more aolicitittio'n-response units that.. were ornbined by
.........

a teacher into a larger,' related whole as follows:. . .
%. 1010 se . WZotgat litAkTiDtaS1 This type of episode .i.iiildrault

when a teacher wised-follow up- a 1' setting -purpose" solicitattOn
(3(6) *)-Witryparaliel solicttationcalling for a response. ,

In other words this episode indicated that the teacher would
follow up the "setting purpote" solicitation to determine if '

. . the :purpose was achieved. The "setting purpose ". 'solicitation

. was.:normally a recognition solicitation wherein the student was
asked to locate an answer,

.. razitimjat - Verification episodes involve solicitations wherein
congruence can be verified by referring to the text. It is the
reverse of .the "setting purpose follow up" episode. in that a recall
or translation response is followed by a teacher solicitation that
calls upon the student or group to verify the .accuracy or inaccuracy
of the previous statement.

usa jtif 1.92.11222 - This episode appears when a teacher calls upon a
student to justify his own or somebody elset a previouo response-
by the use of explanation. ,This explanation might follow any
type of previous response but most frequently follows judgment
and conjecture responses.

0
,

Judgmental - This episode refers to those situations 'wherein the
teacher will solicit a judiguental or evaluative .reaction (not all
explanation) to a previous student respo.nse, In many instances
this episode type represents a reverse oi the juitification episode
in' that a student or group is asked to a judgment about t-a
previous conjecture or explanation.

The following questions were concerned with the frequencies of the

above episode types in the grades and reading groups observed:

Question Thirteen: What are the frequencies of Solicitation-
Recponse Episode patterns?,

Question pin-been: What are the frequencies of'Solicitation-
Response EiiisOde patterns in-the 'second; fourth., and sixth grades?

... . .

Question Fifteen: -Whit Eire the-frequencies ofSolicit.ation-
Response Episode patterns in the combined top, middle, and low
groups of the sample?
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queistion Sixteen: What are. the frequencies of Solicitation-
Response Episode patterns in the top, middle, and low groups
of each grade? :

Qu.estions-thrtteen, fourteen, and fifteen are answered by the

data prebented in Table 27

a

: TAKE .27

FREQUENCIES OF SOLICITATION- RESPONSE EPISODES IN THE
COMBINED COMPONENT TOP, MIDDLE, Ar17.DLOW GROUPS

. OF GRADES -TWO, FOUR, 'MD. SIC.

Grade Group

MINIOMplos11111111111m1m.

SP Follow

Two Top 7
Middle 3.7
Low 2-
Total 26 a

Verifi- Justifi-
cation cation

Jud - Total
mend.

6
2

0 14
2 27
1 10
3 51

Top 16 8 18 2 44
Middle 32 0 3 0 3.5
low 7 6 2 0 15
Total 35 14 23 2 74

Six Top 0 3 2 1 6
Midd 6 . -5 o 0 11
Total

le
6 8 2 3. 27

Grand Totals 67 33 36 g 3,42

.
unelluesiomorreaalummwoommummaoramm Noasropomienommoommnpmemarommr AMI111.1111,

As Table 27 indicates, there were. 14 episode,p0terisidentyied,,in

the three grades and coApopgrt.reading.grows 3. castrated. each

,.,4t84%1494rMreae44a calbAnOPni91 9#04941e.RPrP5. :4
. 31'304411t140., t17417, Tepresratfl313pn'ax ,?84 xtits*:;,-tki4e11,14his;

figure is compared with the grand total of 1857 units- it

1



that teachers did not relate a great number of their SoliditatiOn-Responee
.: ,Units in terms of the current episode definitions.

ine episode type toting most frequently .addiirdizigtd:Taiii 7is the
"setting purpose follow up. This type was found 67. times, a totals.
which nearly equals the composite total of the three other types.

! G.A. '

"Setting.purpose.fol2low up" an "verification" episodes appeared

to be found in comparable numbers in the senond and fourth grades accord-
'

to Table et; Thse two t ps erever)fieuent in the sixth
...Sraftes, . tab - . ..c. 100,16 0.

"JuEitification" episode types were most frequent in the'fourth grade- '

as were the previously-discussed two-episode types. The seaond grade

had approximately half the number of "justificationftepisodes that the
fourth grade had, while the sixth grade had only threes

"Judgkental" episodes were in evidence only 6 times as indicated by
Table 27. Of these, 3 were found in the secon i. grade and .2..in the
fciiirbh grade.

Question Sixteen 'was concerned with the frequency different
episode types. in. the combined ..three groups (two ...gimps in .the:case a
the grade) of each grade level. In terms of totals the three, 6

.

grades presented rather different patterns. DI the second .grado episodes
le .. .

were most frequent in the middle groufi anifieast freitc4at in the low groups
The toUrth-grade top reading 6;6'4- contained" tté great et 'ituitidance of
episode thin

In the kith-tirade' tift-riadings-eouP itrUct' the balanee betWeeri- groUps

Was rather even.



"Setting purpose follow up" episodes were most frequent In the

middle group of the second grade, the top group of the fourth grade, and

the middle group of the sixth grade, as indiCated in Table 27. No apparent

pattern is evident.

As seen in Table 27, "verification" episodes illustrate no pattern.

This absence of pattern was almost equally evident in the middle and low

groups of the second grade and nearly equal in the top and low groups of

the fourth grade.

"Justification" episodes appeared to be consistently more frequent

in top groups, as seen by the evidence in Table 27. In all three grades
4

she frequencies were much greater for the top groups.

As previously stated, the "judgmental" episode was found in very few

instances. As Table 27 indicates, there appears to be no dominant pattern

of occurrence in terms of reading groups.

Table 28 concerns the incidence of episode types in the combined

top, middle, and low groups of the second- and fourth grades and refers

to Question 15 at the beginning of this section.

TABLE 28

FREQUENCIES OP SOLICITATION-BESPONSE EPISODES IN THE CavD3INED TOP,
MIDDLE, AND IOW AROZIPS OP TEE SECOND AND FOURTH MADE SAMPLE

Group SP Follow
up

Verifi-
cation

Justifi-
cation

Judg-
mental

2

2

1

Top

Middle

Low

Totals

23

29

9.

25

9

6

10
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As Table 28 reveals, each of the thrie reading groups had frequency

dominance in an'area. The top reading group. possessed greatest dominance

in the "judemeiltalo episode type. The middle -reading group had a slightly
greatef number of "setting-purpose-follow-up". episodes than the top

group. The low reading grow, which was lowest in total number of epi-

sodes, had- a slight dominance in the verification category..

12 tiona tween Teach and Practice

the following four questions were concerned with the relations

between teacher knowledge as *measured by the Reading Comnrehentdon Theory

Test and teacher practices as described by the Reading Comprehension .

Solicitation-Response Inventory, Congruence-Incotigruence Dimension,

the Soiiiitation-Response Unit, and the Solicitation- Response Episode.

Question One: 'What relations; if any, appear between those
teachers scoring high and low on the Reading Canprehension
Theory Test and their solicitation practices as measured by
the Reading Conprehension Solicitation-Response Inventory?

Question Two: What relationS, if any, apps:,between those
teachers scoring high and low on the Reading ecepreheneion Theory
'Test and their congruence-incongruence frequencies- and percentages .

as measured on the Congruence-Incongruence Dimension?

.
'Quettinn Three:- What.reletions, if any, appear between those
teachers scoring high and low on the Reading Comprehension Theory
Test and their solicitation-response interaction as measured by

. the Solicitation-Response Episode About Reading Content?

Question Pour: What relations, if any, appear between those
teachers scoring high and low on the Reading Comprehension Theory
Test and their solicitation-response interaction as measured by
the Solicitation-Response Episode About Reading Content?..... .

.
.411

Because of the lack of prominent differences among the scores of the

twelve sample teachers it became impossible to assess any theory-practice

relationships of high- and low-scoring teachers. Time, the above questions



could not*beapproachedon the basis of ,the-data oft-the-current study.

In the absence of data relative to the research questions, it was

decided to view saffe of the.reIdtiiins rc

grade teachers who represented both the high and low end of the scoring

feasible to make a visual inspection of. the practices of the two sixth-

grade teachers

indiyidualsand the two halves of the teacher group.

Although the research. questioner Could not beakiraached)-- stieiried.

2.able,29 presents a sum ma of the teacher priptiCei of the highest-

.

. ;

..

; r

_.

re,

. . . ,

.,

scoring teacher and the lowest--scoritig.teitcher.

Table* 29 indicates that the total frequencies of solicitation activity

were similar for the high- and low-scoring teachers. The distribution

.cf.solicitation activity, appears quite different, however. 'Whereas the

.

high scoring teacher used 56 per celit:of he dolielltations for lifer,.

-comprehension outcomes (recognition and recaX1),the 14oww.scoringieauber
.!.or

. .

used 79-per cent of her solicitations in this region. As a result' of the

lesser incidence of literal solicitation, the high-scoring teacher spent

considerably more time in soliciting inferential and evaluative outcomes.

As seen in table 29, both teachers had instanced of .congruence.

Incongruence -'for the low-scoring teacher was triple that of. the high-

scoring teacher. 1.*, ON,

0

- ;iv :Perms of unit,patterns,:Table 29rtiVetaloil thirk*the high-scoring

teacher employed SRS /R+ and SR+/R+;patterns in a ,total of tifteqn
i C. , ...

iti...1ay.loryit..."#p ,..94t,,,4% variant pattern of the Erivi.seenfor the*low-group

teacher was the S(o)/R+ rettern which was seen in three instances. Such

data suggests the high-scoring teacher varies the nature of solicitation-



TABiMi9

READING ColIPRZIANSION:SOLICITAT/Olto.R3SP.OIVE PrIAGI4CFS
or Tiul 14)Ltramisconnia IIVDALS '

-
samisla....,41141.00.10011NOMMISOImelMaw
NONNI

. . ;

Ittoizz, Coativeheitaiiin.Oisecogisiti

. .

01011114111111001111111111111.4111111MOSIIINIIMIMIMO111106....."pri

Teacher Racoon. iecsU Transl.
%

01111111011110EIMP

Couple, Upton. &Talus. Totals
.f :' f % .f. f

:.* . 11! ...32. 49 4. -..0

:. : ..14... 18 '48 61 4 5 5 6 .. 4 5.

9 14. 65 100

4 5. 69 100

Conawno-ce-incolume

Teacher Pat.

Cong.
.incon.

. Cong.

.-------akm1410111

gicogn. kecali Trans". Conjec. Iftplan. Totals

5
0

28.. 0 6
3 0 0

LO 29 *.

0 8 1
3
0

9 43
0 3

4 .40
0 9

oramssimeTorsi:irsilmamansospossosevp.rlossismostormosisissasmirimalsorow sogowasessisto...mons...ossia......srmes.

..Solicitetion,Res

Teacher Pit Iticogie . Recall Trans" -Colds° -Explain. Evalttla Totals
Mash Sa+ . 4 16- . 0 2

31141t+ 1 4 0* 0
1, _4 ,. ....0..... 'SR.. 0. 3 I 0 -O.

Lott 'SM. 1 16.* .1. 2 1
'. .: SCUM+, 0. 3 . 0 0

' /3(6) 0 ' 3 0 0
ii."riirri=i

11) iljaisioneltemasejk....,..mdePotts
................
Wither , . SP401 -! irerifionAlu msttficstiont....11....at..al

1.:
0
3,
0

2
0
0

5
1
1
0

3."

0

.28
6
9
3

29
3
3

. '0 . ; 5- '-
3 3 0 0 6

2- 1 8
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response interaction more than the low-scoring teacher.

The practices between the high- and low-scoring teachers would tend

to suggest different practices. However, it would be extremely tentative

for several reasons to snake comparisons. First or all., the high-scoring

teacher is not a high-scoring teacher in terms of the criterion population

of Criterion Group II. Next, it should be remembered that one cannot be

certain that the low-scoring teacher gam her full efforts to the task of

responding to the theory test.
.

Although none of the sem' le teachers attained high scores on the

Reading Comprehension Theory Test it is interesting to note that half

had average scores and half had low scores. Since this delineation was

available it was decided to observe the practices a these tvo groups in

relation to one another. Tables 30 through 33 indicate such relations.

in terms of reading comprehension outemes, congruence-incongruence,

Solicitation-Response Unit patterns, and Solicitation-Response Episode

patterns.

READING COMMEENSION GUTCOMES PRIQUENCIES AND PERCENTAGES
OP THE AVERAGE AND WW mum TEACHER GROUPS

Average 3.54 13.4 716 62,,,75' 5 .4 64 5,6 61 5.3 150 33.0 1152 100

Low 98 134 re V.Lcii 7 1.0 56 7.9 72 10.2 134 19.0 705 100

icistfiN..411POLI.316111111111111WassknendOMMIWINImresoftwasessomso,

P c 001



A Chi-square test of the observed and expected solicitation frequencies

of the average- and low-scoring groups revealed a Chi-square of 47.28. A

-
Vi sou.Lo MMetUALUUG 4UUJAAWCO VUMU 014ca M imuueruIus WUJAL OCUUT

in less than one of a thousand situations. Thus, the differences in Table 30

can be considered real rather than chance differences.

Probably the most striking observation in Table 30 is the higher per-

centage of recall solicitation activity in the average scoring group. This

pattern and the subsequent converse pattern of greater inferential activity

in the lower scoring group appears to be the result of the influence of the

second- and sixth-grade teachers. The second-grade teachers who solicited

most heavily in the recall area placed three of their four in the average

group. The sixth-grade teachers who solicited a proportionately higher

percentage of inferential solicitations than the other grades placed three

of their four in the low group. On the basis of this it would appear that

grade levels have a stronger bearing upon solicitation patterns than do

scoring differences.

Table 31 illustrates further evidence of the second- and sixth-grade

teachers effect upon total congruence- incongruence percentages. Ab seen

in the table,, the average group had a four per cent higher congruence per-

centage than did the low- scoring teacher group.

TABLE 31

CONGRUENCE-INCONGRUMICE PREVENCIES AND PERCENTAGES OF
THE AVERAGE .AND WW SCORING TEACHER GROINS

Gro Co :41 e ce Imo 1. eice

Average 803 91.8 72 8.2
Law 402 87.8 56 12.2

Tot

875 100

458 100

IIIMINNINIMMOSM

100.4wess*Atmommore

voMmesemorstroolo
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In Table 32 a breakdoton ote the various Solicitation-Response Unit

patterns is seen. Because the SR+ unit pattern was the only' dominant

pattern evident, little can be generalized, relative to differences between

u&411611 AIL &WM. OPMAII11.11% Oa it v. OWYMINII 1111 0.46 4.11". ruts4.4..ssiVr Al oei etitramil ri 'hes neiiigaii
eva. %mar ea AA& UV*&U 4..11 yawl:, wrikswo lbw 6-110.46111W Ohl wow WIINS

S.

that the small frequencies in the patterns other than.SR+.were normally
4 , 4... "v, : :

the result of a teacher or two. and'' hot 'necessarily characteristic of a .

TABLE q2..

SOLICITATION-OSPOME UNIT PATTERNS AND THEIR FREQUINCIES
m THE AVERAGE AND LOW SCORING TEACHER GROUPS

411.1.101. ArsMetaftimagfigangefamisna/VMONSIOIN/~/NONINISIMEM. ARP

Group Patterns

.

t4 +
1:4...., 4,;-..

. + 0 . - 1 t.
Ca + + . 49

H..
14 . C4 .....

%..: '... 14 ' II H "...,%, dr% -.. 4...
+ 0 1 + + 1 0 + 0 1 1 0g ca. -,,., -LI ...... .....0
to' .V3' va WM wo..-

e. - 1. .. VA°. '. OA- Ig to ra
.1 : . .0 0

Totals

Average 704 '26 16 9 0 o 4 c'it

Low 350 20 11

3 31 o 800

15, CV. 428

.t

lidicatei: the tr'eakioiiii of 'ilitsodetkies the average and

teathi'48,:n.03,sz,

rthes ltiipgsairit4 teacher

MAW tiVerigegroup

114:2Lt g .7 f

FP

yeFo P P:FF

OridatTiriziendi4t
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because of the small sample. Two of the average-group teachers accounted

for 53 of the 70 ePisodes while tko' of the-low-group teachers accounted

for 57 of the 81 episodes. in that group.

TABLE 33
. .

SOLICITATION-RESPONSE EPISODE PATTERNS AND THEIR FREQUENCIES
IN THE AVERAGE AND LOW-SCORINGTEACHER GROUPS

=11=11111.11110,

Group SR-Pollow Verification Justification Judgmenta3. Tote..

Average 23 20 23

low 1411. 18

AMIlmommeskamosimmllaamarbliallimol=1.."

Summarz

3

70

81

In the following sun:Mary the chapter data relative to the three major

dimensions of the study are presented in this order: teacher knowledge of

comprehension thiorYi teacher practices in comprehension development, and

4Jm4auJAIrravvyteeeri P4wr.t.1402 ana

ik.kowledge o f Co m Th 0

It' was Mixt that-half-of the-tWelve sample' teachers rated-average in

knowledge of conorehensiontheory vrhile.tke, other halt ,...a.ted low, in such

knowledge.. Most-or the. teachqrscores.were very .close with only two

scores varying,conOderaloly ;r914 the group 1:1704nent differences were

not found to exist in accordance with the criterion that statedAlmit,,,,_

prq.minent dif:fgenges would, ,b1p, .1;!etv.ee,n,,4corps row atazdard deviation

below the mean of ihis group..



Disha2....tract ce ir..,eseviilopment
Teacher practices were described in terns of (1) the nature of read-

ing- comprehension outcomes sought by teacher solicitations, (2) congr ice-

incongruence, and (3) solicitation- response interaction patterns.

Of the six. possible solicitation types outlined in the Reading Com-

prehension,Solicitation-Response T.nventory, recall solicitations accounted

for 1056 of the total of 1857 solicitations, or. 56.9 per cent. The other

solicitation types and their frequencies and. percentages of occurrence

were: evaluation 284D 1.5.3 per cent; recognition 252, 3.3.5 per cent;

explanation 3.33, 7.2 per cent,.conjecture 320, 6.5 per- cent; and transla-

tion 12, .6 per cent,

Total. solicitation activity was greatest in the second grisde with

878 solicitations evident. The fourth grade had 725 and the sixth grade

In terms of the percentage breakdown of solicitation activity, it was

found that the second grade led the other two grades In the percentages

in the areas of recognition and evaluation. The *sixth grade had higher

percentages of solicitation activity in the areas of translation, con-

je-ture, and explanation.

A composite of the top, middle, and low'realing groups of the second

and ,fourth grades revea1e4 the following total solicitation frequencies:
:L.-.

top group, 560 solicitations; middle group, 619 so. _libations!, 'and low

groups 1124 solicitations.

When the percentages of the six solicitation types were viewed in
. . ,

accordance with reading-group levelsit vas notoci that literal comprehension

solicitation activity was in higber'percentage in the lower, reading groups.
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As the group classification or level went up the percentage of inferential

solicitation (conjecture and explanation) also went up. Percentages of

evaluative solicitations showed no patterns with regard to the nature of

the reading-group levels.

In .the second-grade sample, total solicitation fre..piency was greatest

in the middle group (369) and least in-the low group (224). The top group_

had 285 solicitations. the dontinant solicit:LUoft mode found in the grade

was that of literal comprehension'(recognition and recall) which accounted

for 73.8 per cent of the activity. Inferential solicitations (conjecture

and explanation) scc6U nterl for 9.5 per cent of the* activity, while evalua-

tion accounted for 11.5 per cent of the activity.

When the percentages of the component reading groups of the second

grade were viewed it was discovered that the middle group saw the greatest

percentage of literal comprehension solicitation activity and the top

group experienced the greatest percentage of inferential activity. Evalua-

tion activity was most prominent in the low group.

w...e fourth-grade solicitation frequency total of 725 as divided ar

follows: top group, 275; id6le group, 250; and low group, 200. As in the

second grade the greatest portion of these solicitationi resided in the

literal comprehension area (recognition and recall). however, unlike the

second grade, where 78.8 per cent of the total was made up of literal

comprehension solicitations, the fourth grade hoil 64.7 per cent in this

area. The lesser literal comer ehiiision-Perceritage- was reflected in the

inferential solicitation percentages of 111.3 per cent and the evalUatibn
j.

percentage of 20.4 per cent.

,41
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The percentages of solicitation activity found. in each of the three

reading groups of the fourth grade were fairly well balanced in the recog-

nition and translation areas. The greatest difference: was seem- in the

literal comprehension dominance c. the loW group which was- offset ty

higher percentages in the inferential end evaluation areas of the top and

middle groups.

In the sixth-grade sample total solicitatiOn frequency was slightly

higher (87 as oppOsed to 68) in the loWer of the two groups. While the

dominant solicitation mode was literal comprehension, as in the second

and fourth grades, the sixth grade further sUbstantiated the idea that

this activity declined in higher grades: Whereas the' second and fourth

grades had 78.8 per cent and 64.7 per cent respectiVely in this area, the

sixth grade had 61.3 per cent. The remaining 38.7 per cent of the sixth

grade solicitation activity appeared most 'heavily invested in the inferen-

tial area as seen by the 25.8 per` cent figure there:

Of 1333 completed Solicitatioi-Response Units, 1205, or 96.4 per cent

were ccw:truent: Thii indicated that in nearly one of every ten completed

units the unit Was terminated after an-incongruat ...,etiponse. In some of

the instances the incongruent responses were accepted ae congruent by the

teachers while in others the teacher supplied the congruent' response after

receiving .inCongruent responses.

In terms of the solicitatiOritip esithich initiatiid *the campleted'i333

Solicitation-Response Units it was iliaCoVered that cOngivutince'4ad highest

in:the conjecturill area eawitii a petcentt of94.2: The otitiii four areas
.

and their congruence percentages in ordeicof highest to loweit Were:
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recognition, 93.9 per cent; recall, 90.3 per cent; explanation, 85.5 per

cent; and.tran.slatio.ns',75 per cent. Evaluation represented a value judg-

ment and as such was not considered as a subject for congruence.

Overall congruence was greatest in the second grade sample as indicated

by y2.3 per. cent congruence. The, congruence percentages of the fourth
.

and sixth grades were 88.6 and 88.2 respectively. These overall percentages

appeared to reflect the congruency percentages of the dominant recall

solicitation category. Although the sixth grade had the lowest, total con-

gruency percentages it had the highest congruency percentages in. every

significant category other than recall.

Highest congruency,as viewed from the standpoint of the top, middle,

and low groups of the second and fourth grades, was revealed in the cam-

billed top group (93.2 per, cent). The middle- and low -group percentages

were almost equal as evidenced by the 89.6 per cent figure in the middle

group and the 89.4 per cent figure in the low group. As was also the

case with grade-level congruence, the heavily- loaded recall category con-

gruency percentage appeared to reflect the total congruency percentage.

Beyond this literal_reflection it was noted that thelow group actually

had the highest percentage of congruence in the conjectural area whereas
. .

the high group had .ple..highest congruency percentage of the three groups

in the explanation area.

In the second grade the congruency percentage was highest in the top

....group, with 94.5 per cent, and lowest,in the middle group, with 90.6 per

cent. Again, the total congruence percentages reflected the recall con-

gruency situation. Strangely enough, the top,group's superior congruency

percentage was achieved despite congruency percentages in both inferential

areas that were lower than any of those of the middle and low groups.



The top reading group of the fourth grade had a coney uency percentage

of 91.5per cent which was higher than the middle group's 87.9 per cent

and the low group's 85.9 per cent. Like the second grade the total con-

gruency percentage was a reelection of congruency in the recall area.

ConjectuTal congruency wa highest in the top group.

Ccepletiro, the pattern of higher congruence for top reading.groups

was -41-4-e et:lift-grade where the higher of two groups achieved 96.5 per cent

congruence while the lower group wc.: Achieving 663 per cent :Congruace.

Because recall solicitation activity played a lesser Iatt in sixth-grade

solicitation activity, it had a lesser influence on the total congruency

percentages. Although a higher percentage in the recall area did sigrz2i-

cantly influence the total, a high percentage of explanatory congruence

added substantially to thetotal.picture.

of u68 congruent SoliCitation-Response Units which occurred in

three or more instances., 1054, or 90.3 pm cent, were SR+ patterns. The

other patterns and their frequencies in order of highest to lowest were:

S(o)/R+, 3.9 per cent; .SR-fli+, 2.3 per cent; ervili+, 1.3 per cent;

SR+IR+, .9 per cent; S(-)/R+9- :4. per cent; S(o)/(o)/R+, .3 per cent;

sR+nt-, .3 per cent; and S(o)/R-/R+, .3 per cent.

When the unit patterns composite was broken down to the three grade

levels it.was found.that the SR+.was the most doininant congruent pattern in
. .

the second grade (95.6 per cent), fourth grade (86.3 per cent), and sixth

grade. (79.6 per cent).* The'differences between the grades were found

primarily in the S(0)/R+, SR-/R+, and SR + /R+ paiternEi.` The S(o)/R+ patterns

were found most .frequently :in the' Sixth grade:
..
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SR+ patterns appeared most frequently in the top reading groups of the

second and fourth grades but not the sixth grade. In the sixth grade the

SR+ congruence pattern of the top group was sharply reduced by a 13.5 per

cent incidence of SR-/R+ pattern.

Of the total of 58 incongruent Solicitation-Response Units which

occurred in three or more instances in the combined grades, 148, Or 80 per

cent, were SR- patterns. Of the remaining 12, 15 per cent were S(-)

patterns and 5 per cent were S(o)/(-) patterns.

Although the SR- pattern was found to be the most frequent incongrment

pattern in the second (88.9 per cent) and fourth grades (86.4 per cent),

the S(-) pattern turned out to be the most frequent pattern in the sixth

grade (66.7 per cent).

SR- units cuiriprised 100% of the incongruent unit types in the top

groups of all three grades and the low groups of the second and fourth

grades. The other patterns were seen in the second- and fourth-grade

middle groups and the sixth-grade lower group.

Of the four types of Solicitation-Response Episodes identified, the

setting purpose follow-up type was found to be most frequent (71). Of the

remaining 75 episodes the breakdown from highest to lowest was:
ti

justification, 37; verification, 31; and judgmental, 7.

There were-73 episodes in the fourth grade, 57 in the second grade,

and 16 in the sixth grade. Episodes were in greatest frequency in the

middle reading group of the second grade, the top group in the fourth

grade, and in almost equal abundance in the two groups of the sixth grade.

tikb...m...Q3etft.j911escheresd1Cness

Since prominent difference^i did not exist between the scores of any
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of the twelve teachers it was Impossible to correlate differences in prac-
tices between high- and low-scoring teachers. Visual inspection of the
practices of the high- and loit.scoring individuals end the average- and

low-scoring groups of teachers suggested certain differences, but such

differences could not be generalized. With regard to the differences

between the average-and low-scoring groups, such differences appeared to

reflect the grade levels of the teachers rather than their theoretical
knowledge per se. That is, the average group was dominated by second-

grade teachers while the low group was dominated by sixth -grade teachers.

Presumably, it is possible that second-grade teachers, as a group, may

perform in a manner superior to sixth -grade teachers on the Reading Compre-

hension Theofy Test. However, such an assumption cannot be supported by

the very small sample and the small differences between the groups in
the current sample.



,
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COLMUSIONS

In tile following paragraphs the conclusions of the study are

treated in terms of the general formatof the study which includes:

teacher knowledge Of cceprehension theory, teacher .practices in compre7

heneicia development; and.relations between teacher-pragtices and

knowledge. .

her 19.44d7

About tit* only conclusion that can be drawn relative to the sample

teachers' knowledge of reading comprehension theory as measured by the

Reading Comprehension Theory Test is .that the group compares with the

average and lower scorers of Criterion II and the average scorers of

Criterion Group III. If the measuring instrument is valid and reliable

and if the twelve teachers applied their best. efforts to the task, then

it must be presumed that none of the teachers possessed a high degree

of theoretical knowledge.

Teacher n (se :21 relLieno Developme0

Teacher practices in comprehension development concerned reading

ccevrehension :outcomes, congruence-incongruence, and solicitation response

interaction patterns.
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As evidenced by the data in the study, second-, fourth -, and sixth-
.
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apayia teacheln Avelled in the literal comnrehension areas of recognition

and recall to the extent that 73 per cent of their collet Give solicita-

tions were found is this combined area. The data further revealed that

the percentage of literal comprehension solicitation activity declined in

accordance with advancing grade levels as seen by the following percentages:

second grade, 78.8 per cent; fourth grade, 64.7 per cent, and sixth grade,

57.8 per cent. Literal comprehension solicitation egtivityltended to

decline with advancing group levels in the fourth and sixth grades al-

though such a pattern was not apparent in the second grade.

The decreasing use of literal solicitation activity in WI', higher

grades and higher groups of the fourth and sixth grade is reflected in

the increasing percentage of inferential solicitation activity, in these

grades and groups. Evidence of such increases are seen in the following

percentages of inferential activities in the grades: second A,ate, 9.3

per cent; fourth grade, 14.2 per cent; and sixth grade, 26 per cent.

Explanation of the aforementioned patterns of solicitations activity

resides in the often-'expressed saying that "children learn to.reed

the primary grades and read to learn in the into mediate grades." Thus,

"learning to read- becomes equated in practice with word recognition and

lateral comprehension while "reading to learn" entails focus upon the

application of more advanced reading comprehension and study,dkills.

Upper-grade teachers apparently seem to feel that lower 17-mading groups
. : .

have a lesser command of the literal comprehension skills and consequently



give them a higher concentration of such skills than are given to higher

groups.

Translation, a reading-thinking skill conceptualized between the

literal 04a inferential reading -kills, appears greatly neglected, as evi-

denced by the incidence of only-twelve translation solicitations. Its

scarcity seems to be the result et a failure on the part of reading
v.

theoreticians and textboOki writers to recognize the translational skills

and their importance. Further, it appears to be a skill that does not

allow for the Quick and clean solicitation-response patterns that are

suggested by the other fortis of solicitations excepting explanation.

No clearcut pattern was revealed with regard to the use of evaluative

solicitations. Rather, it appeared to be largely an individual teacher

concern. HaweVer2 it should be noted that there did not appear to be a

lack of ivaluatiVe solicitation activity as suggested by Henry (30) because

such activiy constituted 15.3 Pei cent of the total soliCitation activity.e,

It ho ld be pointed out that evaluation as conceived in the Reading

Cmprchensiori SoliCitation4esponse Inventory was restricted to structured

situations wherein students were asked to provide value statements (usually

a word or two) on a dimensioddeveloped by the teacher. The support of the

value became-the concern of the explanation category. In this light it

soon became apparent:that-the 15.3 per cent evalUatiOn activity 'was almost

entirilk "iee and "no" responses to a judgment situation stracturecrby the
, .teacher. Ls revealed ii these risponses.and the""justification'citogory

of the
SoilatatiOn-estior4.4.1gPiScidess.studinti:Seldath s4pen-ed their

-.judgments and were 'Seldom asked -to do so. thilit, it is Epparent' that the
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value of such evaluative solicitation activity is virtually nil because

it is most simple to say "yes" or "no" when one realizes that he will not

have to suivort such a conclusion.

Solicitation-Res I.nse Interaction Dimension

This dimension of the study was divided into (1) congruence and incon-

gruence factors and (2) patterns. The latter area was broken down into

Solicitation-Response Units and Solicitation-Response Episodes.

Approximately one of every ten solicitations found in the study

terminated with an incongruent response as seen by the 9.6 per cent incon-

gruence figure. Incongruence was more predominant in the fourth and sixth

grades than in the second grade.

The explanation of the incongruence phenamonon appears explainable

in terms of the increasingly difficult nature of the reading mate...ais

and the teachers' failure to familiarize themselves with the substantive

aspects of the responses they were summoning vdth their oral solicitations.

Generally, second-grade teachers as'Asd literal comprehensum questions on

a large number of small details, while fourth- and sixth-grade teachers

tended to solicit from a much larger pool resulting from increasing the

complexity and length of the stories. Consequently, the second -grade

teachers had greater command of the substantive information while the

upper grade teachers had to trust more to their mcmorie3 which frequently

failed as wr.a indicated in the incongruence ratioS.

following types of patterns were observed: Solicitation-Response

Units and Solicitation-Response Episodes.

The most significant observation relative to Solicitation-Response 'alit

patterns was the fact that nine out of every ten congruence units were SR+



units... -.This indicated. that teachers designed solicitations in such a way

that a congruent response would be achieved on.the first student, response.

The pairing of the dominant solicitation type (recall 1056. out of 3.5-7)

..

.0..
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with this dominant unit type further indicated the general mode of

soltcitation-response behavior. Thus, it was concluded that recall 3R+

units were the overwhelming mode of solicitation activity. Apparently,

this combination reveals the seatple teachers preoccupation with the

simple literal elements of reading.

Although the findings were not significant it ternr of percentages* the

high incidence of go)/R+, S(o)/(o)/R+, and El(o)/R-111+ in the case of a

*study teacher. indicated that inability to formulate solicitations might

be 61, Contributing factor to poor instruction end subsequently poor reading

camprehmsion.

..-SL:.icitation-Response Episodes as defined in the study were found in

only 146 i nsta»ces. When it is realized that each episode generally repre-

sented a;combination of two units it becomes apparent that only 292 units

of some 1857 were related to one another in episode patterns. This indicates

that teachers do not relate solicitations to one another frequently but

rather tend to approach corprehension from a shotgun approach of unrelated

solicitations.

altsionetweel Practices and edge

Relations between teacher practices and knowledge were sought in term

of a comparison of the practices of high- and low-scoring sample teachers.

In the absence- otbigh-scoring teachers2 visual comparisons were made of

,(1) the, high-- and low-scoring individuals and (2) the composite practices

of slit of the teachers who attained average acmes and the composite



practices of the remaining six teachers who attained low scores. The

results of the comparison of the two individuals indicated differences, but

clIntrAft A.I.P.Pa.araw%a aosgiA
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the comparison of the average and low scoring groups, Pertain differences

were noted with regard to solicitations and congruence. The average scor-

ing teachers tended to solicit more literal comprehension outcomes than

did the low scoring teachers while the latter group solicited more inferen-

tial and evaluative outcomes. Affecting' the patterns of the average- and

low-scoring groups were the scores of second" and sixvh-Arade teachers.

For some unexplained reason, three of the four second -grade teachers were

in the average group while three of the four sixth-grade teachers scored

low scores. The practices of average and low groups were consequently

determined by the practices of these two grade level groups. Because of

the small sample it is difficult to generalize on the scoring performaLces

of the second- and sixth-grade teachers. Conceivably, second-grade

teachers may possess greater understanding of reading comprehension

development as a result of their proximity to task development in this

area. It is also quite possible that the test measured factors about which

second-grade teachers might have greater knowledge, whereas other factors

more familiar to sixth -grade teachers may have been omitted. These are

but a few of the possibilities, and many others such as interest, motiva-

tion, test validity, etc ,2 can be developed.

Lixnitatlonn of The Sta3y

The limitations of the study are discussed in terms of the fallowing

areas: instrumentation, sampling, and data collection procedures.



The instrumentation of the stmt. encompassed the Reading Comprehen-

sion Theory Test, Reading Comprehension Solicitation-Response Inventory,

Congruence-Incongruence, the Solicitation-Response Unit, and the Solicitation-

Response Episode.

The study's measure of teacher knowledge about reading comprehension

...

. .

.. .

was sharply limited by the nature of reading comprehension theory. Due

to the intangible nature of so much of the theory, many of the test items

appear to be more opinion than concensus. Consensus appears difficult

to obtain in the light of the many and-varied conneptualizations of the

process of ',waling comprehension, its componenti, &sad the factors affecting

its development. Thus, the Reading Comprehension Theory Test's validity

is challenged. Also, its reliability as measured by item consistency on

the Hoyt Reliability Test appears low.

By choosing to classify the outcomes of the reading comprehension

process rather than the process itself it appears that same of the argil..

ment relative to the categories was removed. Yet u.ch remains to be done

in terms of filling out the contents of each category- Such a filling out

would include further subdivisions of the uajar categories as well as

relative levels of difficulty within categories, e.g., the varying degree

of recall difficulty.

'Zudgments relative to the reciprocity or congruence between solici-

tations and responses appeared .rather easy to acqeve in situations

where the referents were obvious, i.e., recall, recognition. Yet, such

judgments were act easily made in instances of explanation when the

referents were not immodiate3;y available or clear.
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The Solicitation-Response Unit appears to rest on strong foundations

as supported by its identification in the current study as well as in

other studies. Seemingly, unit identification was not a limitation.

Conceivably, the Solicitation-Response Episode patterns of the

study present a fragmented view of teacher patterning actions. Thug,

room remains for other means of describing the relationships between

solicitations.

with the testing of a wide sample of teachers in order that high and low

ual. Thus, it would seem vital that a repeat of the study should ,begin

response interaction and the means wherein it was taken. It could be argued

groups could be identified for subsequent observation.

Procedural limitations of the study concern the segment of solicitation-

/.

Sampling must be identified as a great limiting factor in the cur-

rent study. As previously indicated, four classrooms were chosen at

eadh, a three grade levels (2nd, lith, and 6th) in a single school dis-

trict. Such a mrpple represented a restricted sample from a restricted

population. For broader inference it would appear that a larger sample

should be chosen from a larger population. In addition to the aample

limitations within the grade levels studied, it should be pointed out that

the sample was only representative of three grades, or half of the normal

six grade elementary school organizational plan. Thus it would seem

that all grades should be included in subsequent studies.

PrObably one of the greatest limitations of the study was the assumption

that the random sample of twelve teachers would contain teachers at both

high- and low-scoring levels on the Reading Comprehension Theory Test.

As was apparent, the sample did not include a single high- scoring indtvid-



that a three-day slice of solicit
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Lion- response activity is not representa-

tive of the ongoing program. The argument is str'ngthened when it is

pointed out that the segment was taken undermost unusual conditions

wherein the teachers and students were conftonted with the new distractions

of observers, tape recorders, and microp nes. The answers to such limits-

tiaras would suggest such procedures as pre ew or practice sessions, large

sample pools from which smaller samples can be selected, extended observa-

tion and taping period, etc, Unfortunately, time factors limited/the use

of some of these techniques.

aplications

The current study seems to be very relevant to both pre-service and

in-service teacher education on two fronts: (1) the development of

solicitations that stimulate various thinking outcomes and (2) the

development 0 interaction patterns that are capable of permitting, en-

couraging, and stirdw .sting more thoughts and a greater variety of

thowihts.

Attention has long been given to the question or solicitation as a
stimulator of thought. Everybody appears to recognize the importan

but few have taken specific steps in teacher education to assist poten-

tial teachers and regular teachers with the requisite knowledge about the

kinds of questions they can ask. In terms of reading comprehension, the

reading teacher has been given some rather vague notions about literal

comprehension, interpretation, and critical reading but has not been

given sharp classifications or concrete situations wherein to practice.

Seemingly, armed with the Reading Comprehension Solicitation-Response
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Inventory and any reading material the student or, teacher can practice

her skill and develop some kind of tangible framework for subsequent

practice in the classroom.

By demonstrating that teachers most frequently so2.icit recall

solicitations the current study has shown the increasing..need for other

types of thinking. The dramatic capstone to the recall mode is the

revelation that the single recall solicitation followed by the single

congruent recall response (SR+) is the dominant interaction pattern.

From this combination it is apparent that teachers utilizing such solici-

tation activities are conditioning pupil thinking to the point wherein

they will respond with a simple fact. The teacher insures congruence by

choosing only those thins that will generally be answerable on a single

try. Conceivably, teachers should solicit in ways wherein responses may

not be congruent on the initial effort or where numerous congruent responses

may be offered (conjecture). If highly stimulating inferential solicita-

tions are developed they may sustain wide response in such a fashion that

the abbreviated SR+ pattern becomes an elongated (SR+R R +R + /Ru /R+ /R+/R+).

For the elongated pattern which generates thought the teacher must learn

to play the new role of the individual who keeps the queation open and

on the track with timely clarifying, cueing, and extending acts. Too,

he must learn to handle the incongruent respcnse in such a manner that

it does not defeat its author 'or subsequent respondents.

Generated from the SR+ pattern is a phenomenon which may be referred

to as the "one shot" solicitation pattern. This refers to the study find-

ings that indicate that teachers do not relate questions to vete another in



larger wholes but tend, for the most part, to solicit in one-shot

sequences. To break the one-shot pattern teachers) and prospective teachers

at all levels should study the patterning concepts embodied in' the

SolicitationaMaaninnme RbiaN1A trkmawnrk_ Thou. raft142 +110 4mnrylo.

twice of asking questions to establis:: purposes for reading and then to

follow such questions, up. They need to ask pupils to go to the context

to verify responses in some instances. One of the moat distressing

teacher practices is the one wherein students are asked to choose one side

of a value dimension structured by a teacher solicitation and then to be

released from the obligation of having to support their velue position

in some logical manner.

Teachers armed with the knowledge of the "recall SR' one-shot" pattern

can substantially alter their verbal solicitation-response interaction

behaviors with students. They can learn hot: to do this by applying

techniques suggested by the conceptual framework of the major study

instruments. This framework can be applied at the pre-service and in-

service teacher education levels. Both groups can splay their knowledge

to the development of questions and questioning strategies relative to

any given reading content. Possibly, individuals in both *gimp's would

want to use tape recorders for the purpose of recording their own inter-

action patterns. Not only would such a practice eliminate such embarrass-

meat it would provide the teacher with a continuing basis for assessing
.

her solicitation types and the ensuing interaction patterns. With such

knowledge she could bring into focus new means or techniques of
: : :

. solicitation.

. 1
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NOTE: The follwoing is an effort to assess your theoretical know.
ledge about reading comprehension. No threat should be imposed
as the results vitl be completely anonymous and no effort will
to made to figure out identities from the information called for
above. Rather, you will be serving as a member of a norm group
as we attempt to establish norms on the basis of several factors,
Please answer as best you can and don't feel depressed if some of
the questions make little sense* If you feel that some questions
are ambiguous or otherwise unclear, please identify these and tell
shy they appear to be such after you have attempted an answer.

DTRECTIONS: In the following statements are some that are true as
well as some that are false. Place an 'WI before statoments that
appear false in any way and a "T" before those which seism true as
stated.

1. Lafevre proposes a structural linguistic approach to reading
that woule place primary emphasis upon obtaining meaning at
the sentence level.

2. Estimates of the average first grader's meaning vocabulary
vary sharply but usually cluster around 2,500 words.

3. Reading comprehension is based to some extent upon an under-
standing of the structural patterns of the English sentence.

4. Testing a child's listening comprehension can give an
indication of hiA,reading comprehension potential.

50 Reading comprehension is a broad term that generally' refers
to all of the thought-getting processes of reading.

6. if one assists a student tp increase his reading rate,
improved reading comprehension will follow.

7. A pupil who has high comprehension in one content area of
reading is likely to..be good in other areas,

8. Materials for beginning reading generally .contain words whose
meanings are familiar the-child Of average intelligence.

9. Critical reading, is )elatad to experience, to reading back-
ground, and to training.

10. The improvement of rate in reading is probably the best way
to improves reading comprehension.

11. Comprehension skillg and study skills are essentially the
same skills.

/2. A child's speaking vocabulary exceeds his understanding
vocabulary in the first :grade.
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13. One reason for teaching critical reading'is to enable the
reader to profit from books without the limiting effects
of his own nerional biases.

14. Critical reading is relatively independent of intelligence,
age, and knowledge of subject matter.

15. The inability to concentrate on what is being read is the
cause of many children's difieulties in reading comprehendo
sione

16. Primer material is frequently designed in sucin a way that
a line of print usually presents a complete thought unit.

17. Listening comprehension Lithe nature of the task is closely
related, to reading comprehension.

18. Essentially the connotation of.a word is the -same thing as
..-the denotation of a Word.

i9; A student cannot be expected to read critically in materials
whiCh he cannot read'readily-in the. literal sense of the

riPrif.'
20. Reading comprehension can be considered well- developed if.
.. the 'Osild can obtain accurate, literal meanings from Isis

basal materials.'
gx. the' diveld"pient of an extensive and accurate reading gtoc-:,

. ,cibulary is necessary for effective reading comprehension.
p. The teaching or comprehension skills should receive minimum

attention in the first few years Of school when Abe child's
.attention is fOCuse'd on word recognition techniques.

23. The ability to recall details from a story has little plaie
. in a good reading comprehension program.

24. No evidence exists that Indicates that the building of a
background for a reading selection can improve the compre
pension of the selection.

25. _Evading to. obtain the main or central idea is generally re-
garded as one of the advanced reading comprehension
skills.

,26. Reading comprehension is of lesser Importance in .wade 1
than the succeeding grade levels.

27. Linguistic studies indicate that the language of a basal
series primer is largely parallel with the linguistic
patterns of childrin who use them.

. 28. Word-by-word readers frequently depend upon context clues
for obtaining the meanings' of unknown words.

29. Word recognition skills are valuable only insofar as they
make reading comprehenSiOn possible.

30. Some reading autheritieS*Uggest that new vocabulary words
should be introduced in context because children obtain More

.
accurate meanings' by Seeing them in context.
Outlining and -summarizing are among the most important

. comprehenilon.skills taught in 't" elementary school.
32. Bloomfield, tie noted.lingtiat, defined reading as a meaning*

getting process wherein speech sounds are transcribed into
_meaning units.

330' Poor comprehension is reading is frequently the secondary
redilt of one or a combination of- the following: low Intel-
.ligence, poor word recognition, deficient vocabulary.



34. Critical reading skills have little place in the primary
grades because teachers are primarily concerned with word
recognition skills.

35. Meaning vocabulary appears to be closely related with com-

prehension and reasoning ability.

36. "Setting putposes for reading" refers generally to .the pro.

cess wherein the teacher attempts to outline .the importance
and value of reading for her students.

37. Elementary teachers work hardest on the development. of.

interpretive skills as opposed to other reading comprehension
skills.

38. Fluency in oral reading may be an indication that a student

comprehends what he is reading.
39. Factor-analytic studies of thinking processes supply us with

clear constructs of the mental behavior involved in reading

comprehension.
40. Standardized survey achievement tests are valuable aids to

teachers of reading because they identify specific compre-
hension weaknesses.

41, A teacher without sufficient standardized test information

cannot be expected to obtain much of an indication of a

child's reading comprehension ability.

42. To insure comprehension depth the elementary teacher should
teach as many meanings of each word as she can find.

43. No evidence exists to show that "setting purposes for
reading" results in improved reading comprehension.

44. Structural linguistics is concerned in part with the effects

of intonational patterns upon word meanings.
45. Regressive eye movements can sometimes facilitate reading

comprehension efficiency.
46. Reading comprehension and readability are synonornous terms.

47. Reading comprehension can be handicapped by both very
:tepid reading and very slow reading.

48, Most standardized tests do not include mearures of
critical reading ability.

49. Semantics refers to the study of language and thought.
1.40. Oral reading by a child offers a teacher no important clues

about a child's reading comprehension.
5l. Although useful, oral questions about a story by the teacher

are not as valuable as written questions. v,
..,

52. Overemphasis of semantics might result in over-analysis and
a severe curtailment of reading rate.

53. If a Student is accomplished in word recognition skill it
follows that he will be similarly accomplished in reading
comprehension skills.

54, "Glittering generalities" is a name given to a propaganda
device that is sometimes found in reading materials.

55, One of the important tasks of the reader in reading com-
prehension is the organizing of material into meaningful
phrases and thought units.

...56. Critical reading is primarily the task of detecting propa-
ganda devices in reading material.
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APPENDIX II

geWil2Lension Imentoom

WeakgmEdgpapra.r Such solicitations require responses that
eau be found clearly in the textual materials and involve only a
literal understanding of the material. The following Classifica-
tions represent the breakdown of such reading*COMprehension
activity.

&msg:4m - These solicxtations call upon the students to
utilize their comprehension skills in the task of locating
information from reading context.

IL.1116.:- Recall solicitations call for students to demonstrate
comprehension by the recall of materials previously read.
Such activity is primarily concerned With the retrieval of small
pieces of factual materiel although the activity can way great-
ly in difficulty depending upon the nature of the item called
for and its prominence in-the reading context. Recall is differ-
entiated from "translation" in that recall does not call for a
part for pert rendering of a communication above the sentence
lava.

Translation - These solicitations require the student to render an
Objective, part for part parallel of a communication. As such the
behsvior is characterized by literal understandings in that the
tvaaslator does not have to discover intricate relationships,
Implications, or subtle meanings. Translation solicitations fre-
quently call upon students to change words, ideas, and pictures into
different symbolic form as is illustrated in the following material.
from Bloom (10) .

Translation from one level of abstraction to another, i.e.
.abaractto concrete, lengthy to brief communication, etc.
Translation from one symbolic form to another, or vice versa,
i.e. pictures to verbal descriptions, verbal to dramatize-
vions.

Trttnslation from one verbal form to-another, i.e. non-literal
statements (metaphor, symbolism, exaggeration) to ordinary
English.

InLettAdar- Such solicitations require the students to "read
between the lines" or infer ideas depending upon such things as
the nature of the solicitation, etc. Breakdowns of this classi-
fication follow.

gsnalature - These solicitations call for a cognitive leap
on the pert of the student as to what might happen or will
happen. As such the conjecture is anticipatory and is not
a rationale. Conjectures maybe either convergent or diver-
gent.
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laNza. :SxplanatiOn-solicitations are those that call for
a rationale such as the -why" or "how" of a situation. The
rationale must be interred by the. student from the context
developed or go- beyonel it if the-situation- is data poor in -
terms or providing a rationale.. Sane of the more common
types of explanatory behavior are substantiatiOns- of C14sts,
explanations or value positions, explanations or the.vorkings
of complex processes and mechanisms, generalizations, and
the formulation of conclusions. The main idea is considered
a summary conclusion which is a part of this category.

w1110.4 va Evaluative solicitations deal with matters of value
rather than matters of fact 6i4 inferanae and are, tom, character-
ized by their judgmental quality (desirability, woith-, acceptabil-
ity, or probability or ocOrrence).. The fallowing cc Gents of
this category.are adapted ?toil a clattsifitation scheme by Aschner
i.and Gallagher '(2)-

Solicitations call for a 'rating good, bad, true, etc:')
on some item (idea, person, etc.) in terms of some scale
Of values provided by the teacher.

Solicitations call for a value judguent on a dimeneion set
up by the teacher. Generally, these are "yea" or 'Ito"
responses following solicitations such as -Would you have
liked Tom to be your brother?"

Solicitations develop from conjectural, solicitations when the
solicitation is qualified by prObability statements such as
"nost

Solicitations present the student With a choice of two or more
alternatives and require a choice on the part of the student,
i.e. "Who cad the better job 'in your opinion, Mary or
Susan?"



APPENDIX III

SOLICITATION- RESPONSE EPISODE-PATTERNS

SETTING PURPOSE FOLLOW-UP - This type of episode would result
when a teacher would follow up a "setting purpose" solicitation
(s(n1 1 with xi mar=ilml enlleitztiAn A.mlitnn ;imp a rmemeinem

In other words this,episode indicated that the teacher would
follow up the setting "purpoSe" solicitation to determine if
the purpose was achieved. On many occasions it was observed
that teachers would set purposes but would neglect to follow
up on them. Illustrative of the "setting purpose follow up"
episode is the following example.

Teacher: Read this page and the next to yourself.
Find out who woke him up, and what he decided to do.

;

0 (Ch rep read s I lanti.y.)

2 Teacher: Who woke Andy. up?

2- Student: His-daddy and Dot. (Answer judged incongruent
because Dot was not involved in the asking act.)

VERIFICATION - These episodes inisolve solicitations wherein con-
gruence can be verified by referring to the text. It is the reverse
of the "setting purpose followAp9r episode that a recall or tran-
slation response is followed by kteacher solicitation that calls
upon the student or group to verify the accurtcy or inaccuracy of
the previous statement. The verilkcation may involve recall or
recognization. The following example illustrates a verification
episode.

2 Teacher: How many children were there?

2+ Student: Six.

1 Teacher: I'm not sure about that. Can you show me?

1+ Student: It said that there were two the first time,
tw the second time, and two the third time.
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1,1111f101,41. This-,;type,of,_eRisp.,de appears. when a teacher will
call upon *'SticleritjtiiliiitlIfr-iiiii4i4 or somebody else's previous
response by the use of explanation. This explanation might follow

"any timeof .previews response but most frequently.,fol;tows Judgment
and vanjaCturd reopcinsis: An "ei*I'VAO.f..tliffiiiipl.skikie-Lf011ows:

!. 5`. ';
. .

'7' t . .. . . filh.jt, .3 iiTt ur

: 7. .
Tteatiar: '".:L-exoki'lly di the `-'s ign, do 'you th'i fits c i rcus

-2'. .....:iitf-ttil'I"4trIcoirn? . '
S tilde it 18413 .

t. t.' t :,) ti ' 4.

5. Teacher: Why? :" "3 f.

0 Student i don' t knew.
4 ' >t.. ') 4 ;'

r -.
('; f; AC' A A

t .

.f.i
4. -r . ra

I

- 4.
f

JUDGMENTAL - This episodl.refers 2o. those, situations wherein the
teacher wiii solicit a jtidOitintain-'0i eiiiitadiNe.-riaction (not an
explanation) to a previous student -respirse. .,In many instances
this episode-type riefil!eiiiiies''':reiierie.Of'ifiejustificadon episode
in that a student or group is asked to make. a judgment about a

iumjetture
f

. .a.:. Teacher; Why do you think itwould ,be_fun. to.visit on
""Pfelikaiit'Street?

. ":. ; "' , ^

°44,11 Want; Bealiute i is lOtet 'And .),Ou t hear any
.'.' . ;

s

i
. ,,tf.,% r

%
1

Teacheri- *--
IL,' . 1..)".'

Student; Yes.

'.T

0:4
I j

.44 1

4^

:'

t.'

f.;

't

t";

. .
.114 ;

:
; :1 !..:n *Ill CM .7
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......1100.1f1A.MTER.14S USED IN SOLICITATION-RES PON3*
INTERACTION i ti tit 'SAMPLE Sidtrib, FikiRtii,..AND --- ......... --

SIXTH 'GRADES
. 4 t.

Class Unit Title Book Title:
: 2002

A Funny Telephone
As Good As New
Birthday Surprises
John Uses His Head
New Friends

A. Circus Dog

How- Joe Helped.

New Friends
Wait for Cakes
Who Wants to Run Away?

i".7

2003 A Busy Day
Here .Comes Father..

Old Toy:Horse-
Over:I Go% -

Too Little
We Three
Who Will Help?

A New Family.
A New Game
Fun With The Rabbits
Here, There, Anywhere
John Sand's Secret
Mrs. Hill's Birthday'
Pam Makes Some

- .
2004

4001 Jim's Radio
The Mouse That Went
Work

Too Many Brothers

4002 Something To Do
Study Book
Tall-Tali From the

High Hills

Publtsher

New Friendi

We Three
New Friends and

_New Frierlds and*

Up.andAway.
New Friends and
New Friends and
Up and Away
Up and Away

and

. ;
Our New Friends
New Friends and
Our kW Friendi
New Friends and
We Three
We Three .

Our New Priendti

.Nelghbers

Neighbors

We I ghbors

Neighbors .

'Neighbors

tieighbor$

,Neighbors

Th6ough Happy Hours
New Friends and Neighbors
We Three
New Friends and Neighbors
Through Happy Hours
New Friends and Neighbors
We Three

Neighbors On The Hill

to Just Imagine

New Times sod Places

Along Friendly Roads
Along Friendly. Roads
Along Friendly Roads

Scott, Foresman
Scott, Foresman
Scott, Foresman
Scott, Foresman
Scott, Foresmen

Houghton-Mifflin
Scott, Foresmen
Scott, Foresman
Houghton-Mifflin
Houghton-M f fl I n

Scott, Foresman
Scotto;Foresmon
Scott, Foresman
Scott, Foresmen
Scott, Foresman
Scott, Forestall
ScOtto Foresman

.Ecenomy

Scotto Foresman
Scott, Foresman
Scott!, Foresman
Economy
Scott, Foresman
Scott, Foresman

Row, Peterson
Scott, Foresman

Scotto Foresaw

American
American
American



Class Unit Title

4003 Mixed Up Family
Patty's Middle Name
What Little Eddie

Brougilt Nome

4005 Mr. Sparks Tries-To ';

6001

Patty's Middle Name
Streak, Jackson'sliockd
The Spillmans Takeltl

Ride

.1v..71-4w

Book Title

Jtiti4magine
Just Imagine
Just Imagine

4u3t !magi ne

GlueseppeAllecomes-A. -"!

Composer
Pau 1 Revere R idesAga n
Turn -About ,1

Verdi;' Little.Music,

Master

6002 Cheers For The Winner

6003. Dark Horse
' Skin loss Champion - New More Dayvandieeds-.

The Young Dreamer-; -Stories To Remembek

*i New People and Progress
.

e 0%.,... 60.
Just Imagine
Just Imagine
JUst Imagine, ,

Stories to Remember 1: ,

New People andIrrogress
New People and,Progress,;
Stories To Remember
. . ",

23,
.

e .

New People and Progress
. .

.Ndw People antr-Pronress

6004 Sent By Mail

MIN1101111.41111MONISMO.V111111101MILMOMPIOPIONIIL

;

.4.119MMINISNIMMIMITIVIIMIMIIIIIIIMPIPIMMOMWMOSMIIMMORIMINNOMM14...
1,.,) 3 4

'

'4

' t 1. 4- :

00A
H:% '4

Publisher

Scott, Foresman
Scott, Foresman
Scott, Foresman

Scott, Foresman

Scot i,Foresman
Scott, Foresman
Scott, Foresman

Lyons' Carnahan

Scott ,Foresman
Scott, Foresman
Lyons-Carnahan

Scotto Foresman

Scott: Foresman
Scott, Foresman
Lyons-Carnahan

Scott, Foresman

; iZ

.5 ". rr.

0%i
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APPENDIX V

SAMPLE Typtstpirl* dr laiiiestAttom-ResroNSE

liamfri4N,10 GRADES TWO, FOUR, An SIX

Inclueod In this appendix are samp!es taken from the reading classes

of.a second grade teacher, a fourth grade teacher, and a sixth grede teacher.

The following legend explains the system employed in analyzing the

typescripts:

S 11.214214. g11271anatiori&

Parallel line's indicate the boundaries of a
.SolicitattonAespcmse Unit. Mien such lines areSONNIMMIY10.1111#1111filIMD

recessed a unit within a unit is signified.
Slash Marks In within the copy Correspond with
the perallelines and delineate units.

Thi bracket unites SoricItatiOn-Response Units
into Solicitation-Response Episodes. To the left
of tWbfackit the episode type-is indicated by
initials as follows:, SP4 - setting purpose follow-
ing, VER--.verification, JUS - justification, and

- judgmental.

The number nadrest the left 'margin of the paper
lnazates the Itature-tif.the-teacher's initiating
sollatatiolv The key. to the number system is:
I " -translation,
4 - conjecture, 5 - explanation, and 6 - evaluation. .

;
2+ The number nearest-the Iltalogue and to the right of

the solicitation number indicates the nature of the
Student response...,The number system is the same as
the-soncitation 'nuribersystenttabove. If the response
is congruent with the solicitation a plus (+) is listed
after the response number. If the response is Incon-
gruent a minus (-) is listed.



X

A slash mark (/) found, below an Initiating solicitation
indicates a sustaining action on the part of the teacher
Oerein the .S911,cite4ion-Respopse Uni,t is kept open for
14es ponse, 'Sat: ta i n i:rag filovOs Inky er, I fy ; extend, or cue
re ponce to the iiiitiatinb'soliicitat4oit"6.'s

The letter "N" means that; Zhe,statentent was not clearly
u-'iscithlibta. to the* inveitigator 6.1'5-A's-toy Used th
both soli c I tetions. , responses.

This sign .indicates that student response to an
initiating solitAtWcion was allowed but that no- response
was offered.

(o) This lnoicates that a student response was called for
but that the teacher tad not periiiit a responSe.

A vert_ical line between two response: nietibert* indicates
that the responses .are Grim differeni respondents,fry:

.

The letter "X". refers. ,to; solicitation-response activ:ty
primarily manageraetttal. Oture. ienz.rs/ly, it

refers t situations'wherei teacher asIs the stu-
dents for -agreement ,on--a.promise Aeveloped by the teacher.
'Agresifent.,%lans,are fp.o.artzt 4n..toth;tfie sol Carlon and
response.portions. . These, Ire martsvo to !Pt; :Ate that
they' are ' 0:(4 h4§1 1,,ci tot i an- resre5se is about
port ten t t 'toting lianetsismOfcal;. to its .

W. R. The in I 'dais %$. R. mean wora'''reiegriition and refer to
sot lqi tAt5 on s i tue, t ions wherelln steachers ea: l upon
stutglInts to carry out word recognition tasks. Such
Val re, Pot lir pv.y.;st of theliactit2LCzelension

: Solict:tatiort-,Rds Moe
01;

These letter's signify a repeat Of a teacher solicitation
or a student iresponse.-

Re

The letter 91."'silvilftes that a r,s,lizitatiort, response,
or .both are tilOgicat to the tinalitzer.



Class Number 2001

Reading Group - Low
Book Title - We Three
Story Title - Birthday Surprises

ea11131111.1.11NIMSIIIIMINIIIMINIMM

T: /On the first page, what was the title of the story?
W.R.

S: Birthday Surprises./

2 T: /Whose birthday was this?
para 5, p. 36

S: (Students name various story characters.)/

2 1: /Who wakes him up?.
. . . para 1, 2, G. 3, p. 36 -.

S: Fathers .and mother../

2 T: /Look at the picture. Who is this (pointing to
little brother)? (Family position pointed

out in previous story)
2+ S: His little.biother./

X T: Now let's read and find out what our birthday
surprise is. (Cue to read oral iv.

X, (Children read oraiy.)

2 en /Let's. talk about thi.s page (page 3b. What did they
tell him when they woke him up':

para 1; 2; 3, p. 36.
N St (NCB) /

2 T: /And yes, what hasalready passed?
pate 5, p. 36

W. S: (NCI)/

5 T: /Why? ('fectuat)

N .S: (NCL)/

(Children read orallyj

2 T: And what did Ted guess father had?
para 2, p. 3?

2+ S : .A ball 1:;at.1



2 T: /A ball bat and was it?
para 3, p. 37

a+ S: No./

2 sr: /What was it?
para 5, p. 37

2+ S: A hat./

/He had a hat. What kind of hat?
para 6, p. 37

2+ S: A cowboy hat./

2 T: /Where was he holding it?
para 2, p. 37-

S: Behind his ba..k./

`7 T: MouldIt have .been more fun if he hadn't have

X 0

2

2+

2+

2

2+

X

been holding it like this?

S: No./

T: /It wouldn't have been much fun would it?//All
right, what was the mother holding?

S: Clothes. picture, p. 38

S: Cowboy clothes./

T: /Did it tell us what she had?
picture

S: No./

T; Well, let's read it and see what she had. (Asks
children to read orally.)

X (Children read page 38 orally.)

T: /After he got on all of his cowboy things how did
he feel?

para 2, p. 38
S: Like a cowboy./

7 T: /Like a cowboy. And is he?

S: Hod

11MVIIamorawnt
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t Tv No, heWas Just.a_little one. /Why did_01.11Y .tell
him he was a -big cowboy/. : '

7

aaea 4, p. 38
2+ S: Because he didn't have. a horse. i

Story' Title "ft Tali Tie From the High Hi I..ls" ..(Read previously)

.........;,..a. S: Yes./

- 7- -..

7+ 5: No.

T: What if I were to tell you that Jackrabbits were so

S: A tall tale.

th ilk it was a tai 1 *tale?

A tall tale. ;'m sure you didn't :believe it.' /Now

and run and they can jump the highest mountain.
Now what kind of story would you say I was telling?

you hire alf.weady read. our Story today: Do you

large in Texas that all they have to do is back up

.

,.

......

Class Number - 4002 :.Reading Group - High ..,

Book I' tie - 'f long Fri end ly Roads .

.m..11. 4. : ,On .the h i 1 I ./ .' ' "
. ..:

t.
PI,

'0

,par. p, A
....z..... .

...
\

Class Number - 4001 ..

ReadIngAroup - Low
Book Title - Neighbors 0i The Hill
Story Title - Jim's Radio

., .
''2 0 T: /Before we ap-en our books for today's story would/ . you.' i ire to tel 3 me, about Dick and Nancy? Where

do they live? OluestThh.als6ut previous story "The
Farmhouse on the.H.ii I") ....

. .'
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T: On the hill, right. /And what about their house,
what kind of a house?

pare p. 4
2+ S: A farm house./

7 T: Yes, they lived in a farm house on the hill./ Did
they like living in their new house?

S: Yes./

4 0 T: /What did they like about it? What did they like
0 abut their newhouse and where it's located? What
0 did they like about living on the hill?

L S: They liked the hill.

T: They liked the hill. What else did they like about
living there?

4+ S: They can see./

2 0 1: /What all can they see? They can see many interesting
things. Whet were some of the interesting things it
said they could see from their house?

P. 5, 6, 7

/

2

2

2

Ir-

2+ S: Gas station.

T: Yes, they could see the gas station, Jim's father's.
Yes, they could see the road. What-else could they
see from the house?

2- 5: The garden.

T: Yes, the garden, the barnyard, and what else did
they see?

S: Barnyard./

T: /Yes, what did they see in the barnyard?
Para 2, p. 6

2+ S: Chicken, pigsv the two horses, and the cow./

0 T: /Now somebody tell me about their neighbors./ /Did

0 they tike him?/ /Who was their neighbor?

pare 1, p.7
2+ S: Mr. Banks./



T: /Mr. ranks and what about Mr. Banks?

2+ S: He's their neighbor.

0 T: Yes, right, he's their neighbor and can you tell me
a little mere about him?/ -Mow did they like him?malarmmatmeorgerwomare

pare 2, p. 7

2 para 2, p. 7
2+ S: Well, they liked him because (teacher interrupts)/

2 1: 'Mat did they like about Mr. Banks?
para 2, p. 7

0 S: He (pauses)

0 T: Well, somebody else want to help him? What did
they like about Mr. Banks?, ,Did they like him
very much?

2
pare 2, p. 7

2+ S: Yes./

7 T: /Was he good to them?

7+ S: Yes./

2 T: Yes, he was very good to them. /Was he a young man
or an older man?

para 2, p. 7
2+ S: Older man (unison)/

T: Yes, well they enjoyed him very much.

S: He lived by himself.

T: Yes.

S: And he ..(pauses)

2 T: /And what did he raise?

picture, p. 7
2+ S: Bees (unison) /

I 0 T: All right, would you open your books to page 9.
Let's find out about something Jim has. O.K.,
what is it that Jim has?

1+ S: A radio (unison)/
p. 9 (title)



-W-

Y: Now many of you haVe a radio?

(Man:), raised hands)

0 /Let's take a minute and look thiOugh.the story.
We want to get an idea of what it is about?!
(Pauses to allow students to browse)'

.
011641,4WO

T: /Could someone tell me what time of the year you
think our story Is taking place?

pare 1, p. 9
1+ S: Winter (unison)/

T: Winter yes, we're going to find out that it takesOgiFONINIO
place in March which is at the end of winter. /It

X 0 looks like kt's pretty cold outside, doesn't it?/
Do you notice the pictures?. OP you notice that
there's lots of snow and it looks very cold? All
right, we find that this is ."Jim's Radio" (reading

1 -0 title). you read the first paragraph and see
if you can tell us when the story. was taking place?

pare I, p. 9
(Students read silently)/

2 T: /0.144 somebody ready to tell me when the story takes
place?

pare 1, p. 9
2+ S: In March./

2 0 T: /Yes, what time in March? What day?

L. 2+ S: Sunday./

2 T: /Yes, what time of day?

1111Ide

2

0011111111eir

pare 1, p. 9
24%. Ss Afternoon./

T: /Afternoon, good. What kind of afternoon was it?
pare I, p. 9

2+ 5: A snowy afternoon./

2 T: A snowy afternoon. /What happened on this snowy
afternoon in March?

2+ S: Jim came over./

2 0 T: /How do you know it was Jim ? / /The doorbell rang,
Trawm-= didn't it?/ AUL would you finish reading page 9r...r and find out what Jim has come to tell thi ?/

(Students read silently)1111141,21111101111011MINIUSIONIIII)



2 T: /Who was it that answered the door, Arthur?
pare 4, p. 9

2+ S: Dick./

2 T: Dick answered the door. O.K. he told his mother
he would set who it was. /How did he get up from
his chair?

2+ S: He jumped up./

2 T: /Yes, he hadn't
it opened and a
the voice say?

2+ S: Hello./

2 T: /Right, the voice said "Hello Dick". Who was the
voice?

para 5, P. 9

para 2, p. 9

any more than got to the door and
voice said something. What did

pare 4, p. 9

OD-
S: Jim./

2 1: /What had Jim come to tell him?
pare 6, p. 9

2+ S: His uncle was there and had brought him a radio./

T: Yes (Asks children to read page 9 orally)

(Children read page 9 orally)

7 /Do you think Dick and Nancy are going to want to
see this radio?

S: Yes./

/Now read page 10 and see if they decide to go see
it (the radio)?

(Children read silently)

2 T: /Were they getting very excided about the radio?
pare Y & 2, p. 10

2+ S: Yes (unisOn)/

2 T: Alas limy allowed to go?
para 6, p. 10

2+ S: Yes./

rf
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2 T: Yes, she was. /What did they have to do before
they could go?

pare 7, p,..10

111

2+ S: Put their .warm elolithels:ond

ClasNumber - 6003
ReadingtGroup
Book Title - Hew People and Progress
Story .Titie - Dark Horse

5 . 1'2' /When you first .looked at this title did any of you -
what kind of an idea ad you have Mike, regarding
what the story might be about?

S: Well, I thought it would be about a .spelling match
5+ because of the bulletin boards. I saw many elementary

People in a spilling match./

T: /Fine, now supposing you wouldet have had that
bulletin board what might you have thought this story
was about, Paul?

S: 1 thought it might have been: aboct a race - a dark
horse or something like that./

.

1'
...

T: I think that's true......s/As you read in the story,
what kind of an idea, John, did you get .regarding

0 the story?/ /What was sort of the theme or plot -

5- what were they trying to tel you?

5+ S: We that while you're studyifig ff yountry to teach
somebody else something you're wing to learn too.

/ I: es, thiat'i gOii4 John.. How about you, Melanie?

Re S: That's what I thought.

/ T:
...

Ditianybody.getanydifferentldeasaboutwhat was
being said in the Story?

t . 5.

S: (Silence)



T: Was it just a story out a spelling match, was there
some other kind of story woven into it with other
meanings?

S: (Silence)

1: Johnny?

D S: 'got that f know

4

T:.. Old anybody get any ideas about it, Fred?

S: 1 thought like Paul_did,,t4at. (t teas"-g-ailiuttrbe a
,

horse race or something like that./

*:?

A horse race, yes. It coOld'have been. (Asks child
to read,,oraliy)t

. t: " 7

(Long discussion of reading rate)
4/

5 0 T: /What is a list of one hundred
spelling demons? Is it a special list of any kind?

5: (Silence)

T: Okay, Melanie?

it's a list of hard words.

/Well, why don't 6ey call them a list of one hundred
spelling Klicks or something?

5+ S: Because a demon is mean.

+ S: Something bad./

T: Yes.

(Continue oral reading)

S:

3 0 T: /What about this word "spirit of the thing"? What
are we talking about, Mike?

3- S: Well, he's got all the words right.

/ T: Kro, the "spirit of the thing" -4what's he talking
about when he said he got the "spirit of the thing"?

...At 5: Wt11, he got into the feeling of it./



: .* .;
.

4*: T:'
., ;? e Or ti).0 2

(Read orally)

5 7: What does a "dark horse,.Mean in this story?

c- 5: Wel I , t mean.s.ta dark: biack horse.
,

/ . . I : . So, that'. s what they're *talking :jbout here?
....

,- .. 3.,.;:,:.(-.,. ,..t.1 -,,...1.:, .,,7.,.:, '..,:i",,' ::. i Su:
. .

.. .

............ . Ss.: flo,*-sornathing unheard oft:something Oat might win
. ..

... t t A r, A i' ''' ' :.7.....:_.. ...i, t....11...i.-..i ..1:: . i ..,. z, .-20:- .1 .. ,.. zQV- zaiirecrt 'fig.,-
, ; ,-,t! i _-,t t e i.. ; , -,11.;1,17. .. . 4 'Y ' ;"

5 T: Right....Something unexpected to win. Alti?* Is he
.- . . saying this? .. .

,

...;, -.., ,:l.....q.-..) ;1 .:!..i.- . IP:. ".' r. ",', :.i.", ''i . is. ; i .1i) , . 1 .

5+ S: Well, it seems lia OlikidOev.i' t have any push and
.................... .tt would be unexpected 'if -he-vron./

T: Right.
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